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SPORTS

Field widens for
top county spot
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

Lady Tigers
shocked at
All-A tourney
Page 8
NATIONAL

House seeks
tax change
WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans are pressing President Clinton to join them in
changing income tax rules that
penalize people for being
married.
In a letter signed by Speaker
Newt Gingrich and 122 other
House members, lawmakers
asked Clinton on Wednesday
to use his State of the Union
address later this month to endorse their proposal to eliminate the so-called marriage tax
penalty.
"It's immoral that our tax
code punishes our most basic
institution,", said Rep. Jerry
Weller, R-III., chief sponsor of
the legislation along with Rep.
David McIntosh, R-Ind.
Weller and McIntosh said 42
percent of all Americans, 21
million married couples, pay
higher taxes than they would if
they were single because filing
joint returns pushes them into a
higher tax bracket.

STATE

Jim Kelly, who finished second
in a four-way race in 1989, has
filed again for the Democratic
primary for Calloway County
judge-executive.
Kelly, 49, is a farmer who resides in the Van Cleave community in northeastern Calloway
County.
Kelly is the fifth Democrat to
file for the judge's post. Current
magistrate Dan Miller, former
Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins, former judge-executive
George Weaks and Vincent Costello have also filed for the May
primary.
The filing deadline is Jan. 27.
"I got my feet wet in 1989 and

was encouraged to run last time
(in 1993)," Kelly said. "But I had
just had back surgery, and didn't
really feel like it. But I have a
need and desire to help people —
and I think this is a good
opportunity."
In 1989, Kelly received 2,929
votes, with Weaks winning with
3,708. Billy Miller finished third
with 1,185 votes.
In addition to his work in a
number of farming organizations,
Kelly has been active on the
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line board, served a two-year tenure on the Calloway County
School Board and is an active
member of First Baptist Church
of Murray.
Kelly said economic develop-

ment is the key issue in this
year's judge's race.
"I've lived here 49 years —
and I've lived in the same place
all my life," Kelly said. "I would
like to sec my kids grow up here
and work here. But we need better jobs — we need more hightech, higher-paying jobs."
Kelly said improving the
county road system is a key part
of improving economic development. He said grant development
will be a key priority, as well as
joint efforts between the county
and the city of Murray.
"The county judge needs to become more involved," Kelly said.
"County people need to become
II See Page 2

Rash sweeps schools
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
It's called erythema infectiosum, but no one calls it that:
Most people know it as fifth
disease, and the mild malady,
characterized by a pinkish-red
lace-like rash, is making its
rounds through area children now.'
that schools are back in session.
"It's been higher than normal,"
said Marsha Dale, the office
nurse for pediatrician Dr. Clegg
Austin. She said she has seen 10
to 15 children, ages 5 to 10 years
old, every week over the last two
months with symptoms of the
disease.
"We've had such an outbreak"
since mid-October, said Vicki
Williams, the nurse for the Calloway County School System. "I've
had two or three in my office today (Tuesday) complaining that
their faces were hot."
Audrey Brown, the dean of
students at Murray Middle
School, said she has seen six to
eight cases in the last two weeks.

A teacher there who is pregnant
will likely miss two weeks of
school to prevent passing it along
to her baby, Brown said.
Janet Paschall, a secretary at
Murray Elementary School, said
only a handful of students have
turned up with the disease this
school year.
"Or-maybe we're not aware of
as many," Paschall added, noting
some parents may just keep them
home when Litz first sympt.6...
a slight fever — appears.
Fifth disease, which is caused
by the human parvovirus B19,
gets its name because it is the
fifth childhood disease identified
by doctors as having a pink-red
infectious rash. The others are
scarlet fever, measles, German
measles and roseola.
Children ususally get a lowgrade fever, if any, feel tired or
have sore muscles, WilliamE said.
On the rare occasion that
adults get fifth disease, symptoms
usually include swollen joints.
"It mimics arthritis," Williams

said.
The symptoms show up 10
days to two weeks after being exposed and lasts up to about 10
days afterward.
A blotchy rash usually appears
first on the face, making the child
look like he or she has been
slapped.
The telltale raised lacey rash,
which may or may not be itchy,
shows up a few days later on the
.,;,..ppcar for
kgs. It
up to five weeks following exposure to sun, exercise or a warm
bath.
The mildness of the disease
and the similarity of the symptoms to the common cold or flu
make it difficult to prevent.
But the real problem in prevention is that the child is most contagious before the symptoms
appear.
"Basically, there isn't any
treatment for it," said Sharon
Godeck, the director of nursing
IN See Page 2

Senator to
use video
hookup
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
State Sen. Julie Rose has given birth to a girl and will continue participation in the legislature with a video hookup from
home under special arrangements the Senate approved
this week.
Rose, R-Prospect, had been
scheduled to deliver on Friday,
but she went into labor as she
was driving home, alone, from
the Capitol on Tuesday night.
She went to Norton Hospital in
Louisville, where 6-pound,
7-ounce Caroline Carman Rose
was born by Caesarean section
at 7:58 p.m. EST.
A Caesarean delivery had
been planned — but thrbe days
later.
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By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Prosecutors think conversations Rod Ferrell and his mother
had with Janeann Turner before
his arrest on a murder charge are
one reason the court designated
worker should have to testify at
his trial.
Turner's testimony about conversations with Sondra Gibson
(Ferrell's mother) should be allowed "to rebut any implication
of the defendant being abused
and mistreated as a child by his
mother," according to the brief
filed Tuesday in Calloway Circuit
Court.
•Turner and her attorney, Bill

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

LEARNING TO ROCK: Samantha James and Chase Brelsford, students at Murray Elementary School, study
rock specimens during class Thursday.

Pettus of the Kentucky attorney
general's office, have argued that
Kentucky law forbids a court designated worker from disclosing
what a child tells them.
Florida State Attorney Brad
King also said Turner would be
immune from prosecution if or dered to testify and that a capital
murder case should merit "great
deference" to the state in which it
is tried.
If Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis Foust approves the subpoena,
Turner will have to attend Ferrell's murder trial, which begins
Feb. 2 in Tavares, Fla.
Ferrell, who could get the
II See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
For a bill with such broad support, the usually raucous House
was unusually quiet when the
subject was life or death.
The House voted 89-9 to pass a
bill that provides lethal injection
as an alternative to electrocution
for the 31 men in Kentucky's
death row.
But first, House members had
to vote on whether Kentucky
should even have a death sentence. It was the first such referendum in decades.
Rep. Bob Heleringer, R Louisville, said it was time for
the General Assembly to take a

stand. But he offered a warning
as well.
"Could you do it? Could you
kill somebody deliberately?"
Heleringer asked. "If you can't
do it my friends, you shouldn't
vote in good conscience to let
somebody else do it."
Heleringer was one of only 11
members of the House to vote to
abolish capital punishment in
Kentucky. There were 85 members who voted to retain the death
sentence.
Heleringer offered his proposal
as an alternative to the lethal injection alternative. Electrocution
is now the only approved method
in Kentucky. Those now conIN See Page 2

Jenkins cheered by friends, strangers
By TED BRIDIS
Associated Press Writer
The bullet that tote through the
young frame of Melissa Jenkins
during last month's deadly shooting at a high school in western
Kentucky couldn't damage the
extraordinary relationship she

•
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Prosecution seeks
Turner's testimony

Lethal injection
now alternative

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly cloudy.
Low 25 to 30. North wind around 5 mph.
Friday...Mostly cloudy with
a high in the mid 40s.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

IN THE TRENCHES: Employees of Swift Roofing apply waterproof
materials to the basement level of the old Church of Christ building
on the Murray State University campus Wednesday. The work is designed to end leaks in the building, which has been converted to
office space.

shares with her twin sister.
The most seriously injured
among the five survivors of the
Dec. 1 rampage at Heath High in
West Paducah, Missy remains
hospitalized weeks later, paralyzed from the chest down with a
serious spinal cord injury.

Her father, William Jenkins,
said Missy, now 16, spends her
days enjoying frequent visits
from friends and family and reading compassionate messages sent
by strangers across the world.
"She's still in high spirits,"
Jenkins said in a rare interview.

"She's reading her fan mail. You
just don't know how wonderful
people are until something tragic
happens."
By the end of this month, the
family hopes to move Missy to a
66-bed orthopedic hospital in
Chicago run by the Shriners, one

of 22 such operated across the
country. Her doctor still is making arrangements.
Missy's twin, Amanda, viaits
her sister most every day after
she finishes school and after she
See Page 2
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III Rash...
FROM PAGE 1
for the Purchase District Health
Department. "You just treat the
symptoms.
"The best prevention is hand
washing. I can't stress that
enough," Godeck added.
The disease usually is spread
through hand-to-mouth contact,
but it can be spread by breathing
near an infected person, Dale
said.
Kim Hopkins, a family service
worker with the Murray
Preschool/Head Start, said employees have also been washing
toys and quickly disposing of
Y1 ARAI
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used tissues. Hopkins said they
saw only one case of fifth disease
before Ct.ristmas, but have had
two suspected cases recently.
Although the disease is apparently on the upswing, nurses and
health-care workers say it is so
mild that there is little need for
parents to worry.
"It's not really anything to be
deeply concerned about," Williams said. "It just really looks
bad sometimes."

III Field...
FROM PAGE 1
more involved in the city and city
people need to be more involved
in county issues. We need a spirit
of cooperation."
Kelly also said he hopes the
county will receive more money
from Frankfort.
"We're sitting at a good opportunity for the county, with Bob
Jackson in the state senate and a
state surplus," Kelly said. "It
might be that we could expect
more state money — and I will
be active in visiting the Capitol."
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FROM PAGE 1
The brief also said Pettus
didn't raise the privilege issue
death penalty if convicted, was
concerning Ferrell's conversa16 and a member of a so-called
vampire cult here in 1996 when
tions with Turner during counselhe allegedly killed a Eustis, Fla., ing, when he responded to his
'mother's allegations.
couple.
King also pointed out that the
Foust ordered Pettus to file a
response by next Tuesday. The
Kentucky law Pettus cites is a
judge has said he plans to make a
specific-intent statute.
ruling next Wednesday.
"It is absolutely clear here that
Ms. Turner is in no way acting
King said in his brief that conintentionally to reveal the priversations Turner had with Fervileged matters," the brief said.
rell and Gibson stem from
"An order of the court...would
another incident involving Ferrell
without question defeat any atbefore his arrest on the murder
tempt to prosecute Ms. Turner..."
charge and shouldn't be
King wrote, adding that Turner
privileged.
would be allowed immunity
Allegations made by Gibson
under Florida law since any ac"led to a diversionary treatment
tions by her would take place in
agreement for Ferrell," who then
Florida.
met with Turner, the brief said.
Further, King argued, a capital
Jim McCune, the assistant Florida
murder
case "by its very nature is
state attorney, on Wednesday deone
which
demands of every govclined to comment on the agreeernmental
entity
the most heightment or the reason for it.
ened
obligation
to
insure that jusKentucky law says that infortice
is
done.
mation could lose its privilege if
"Presumably every other govjust cause is shown, the brief
ernmental entity, including those
said.
State wherein the defenGibson's statements to Turner of the
would give great
resided,
dant
are relevant "as they tend to
the rule of the state
to
deference
prove the defendant's mother was
concerned about his upbringing that seeks to impose an appropriand did everything within her ate sentence," King wrote.
ability, including use of the Kentucky court system, to gain some
control over her son," the brief
said.
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FROM PAGE 1
completes her own homework,
their father said. Amanda's overnight visits to Lourdes Hospital
in Paducah are limited to
weekends now because of
classes.
But Amanda will likely travel
to Chicago with her sister, in part
to learn how to care for her during her convalescence.
"We're going to take
Amanda," Jenkins said. "The
Shriners are going to teach
Amanda how to help Missy, so
she can help her sister."
Missy's doctor, Monte Rommelman, said earlier it's unlikely
she will walk again. She probably
will use a wheelchair and could
live independently.
Rommelman, helping arrange
the trip to Chicago, said Missy
must make some basic progress
in her physical rehabilitation before she will benefit from the
help she'll receive at the Shriners
Hospital.
"When someone goes through
the rehabilitative process, there's
an initial period that's fairly
basic," he said, "generalized
strengthening, balancing activities, learning to dress herself. If
you admit somebody like that directly, they can't take full advantage. Missy's going to do better
when she gets stronger."

SUBSCRIBE

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Two bills on a touchy topic —
prayer by students in public
schools — have been launched by
separate House and Senate
committees.
Other than timing and general
subject matter, they have little in
common.
The House bill by Rep. Bob
Damron is a single sentence but
has received far more debate. It
says school officials cannot prohibit voluntary, student-initiated
prayer during noninstructional
time.
The other bill, by Senate Majority Leader David Karem, is
more detailed. Titled the Kentucky Student Religious Liberty
Act, it attempts to clarify what
religious activities can occur on
school grounds, including voluntary student prayer and distribution of religious materials.
Damron, D-Nicholasville, also
pushed his bill in 1996. The
House passed it, but it failed to
get a hearing in the Senate. Damron told the House Education
Committee on Wednesday that
he's been assured his prospects
are better this time.
Critics of the bill, and even
some supporters, said it was unnecessary because voluntary student prayer is already protected
by the U.S. Constitution.
Everett Hoffmann, executive
director of the American Civil
Liberties Union in Kentucky, said
Damron's bill was devised by the
Christian Coalition to get around
a U.S. Supreme Court ruling
some interpreted as prohibiting
clergy-led prayer at school
events.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
For all its flaws, Kentucky's
school accountability system
should be stabilized and built
upon, a researcher is advising
legislators.
"Kentucky should capitalize
on its investment," Professor
James S. Catterall of UCLA told
the Senate Education Committee
on Wednesday.
But a five-person research
team headed by Catterall concluded that the state first must
"bring consistency" to the Kentucky Instructional Results Information System — KIRIS.
The researchers' technical review of KIRIS, conducted for the
General Assembly, was released
Wednesday.
A bill to suspend KIRIS, let
school districts have millions of
dollars reserved for it and replace
it with a standard achievement
test is pending in the education

N, )1,11 To ho,

committee.
KIRIS was created under the
1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act to assess the performance of schools, not individual
students. It contrasted sharply
with traditional achievement
tests.
Critics say it is too volatile to
be the basis of a "high stakes"
system that gives cash rewards to
schools that perform well and
threatens sanctions, in some
cases, for others.
Catterall, who addressed the
committee by telephone from Los
Angeles, said the testing program
has undergone many changes.
Components have been added and
taken away. Accountability
scores originally were based on
test results from grades four,
eight and 12; now they are spread
over a half dozen grades.
State Department of Education
contractors are in the process of
another redesign of the test.
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Rep. Harry Moberly, who
voted to approve the bill in committee, said he thought Hoffmann
was reading too much into it.
"I don't think the bill adds
much to the law," said Moberly.
"But I don't think it has the dangers you say."
The ACLU, Kentucky Council
of Churches and other opponents
of the bill said school principals
would have to grant every student
demand to lead public prayers —
even prayers to Satan in one scenario — at assemblies, in school
cafeterias or before ball games.
"It's very difficult to come out
and look like the Kentucky Council of Churches is opposed to
prayer," said the Rev. Nancy Jo
Kemper, the council's executive
director. "The problem is the bill
is so vague. ... We are afraid of
the possible mischief the bill
would do."
Damron said critics of the bill
were "trying to look for things
that don't exist.... There's no bogeyman in what we're trying to
do."
Meanwhile, the Senate Education Committee quickly approved
the bill by Karem, D-Louisville.
He said schools do not want to
infringe on anyone's freedom, but
neither do they want to be seen as
promoting religion.
The bill says students can express religious viewpoints or distribute literature, even in a classroom, to the same extent they do
the same things on nonreligious
topics.
Karem said the bill is supported by groups as diverse as the
ACLU and The Family
Foundation.
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FROM PAGE 1
demned would have a choice.
Anyone who is sentenced to
death if the bill becomes law
would die by lethal injection.
Rep. Mark Treesh, R Owensboro, said he saw no inconsistency in his opposition to
abortion and support for the death
penalty. He said his interest was
in protecting "innocent life."
Heleringer, who is also an
abortion opponent, said killing is
wrong regardless of the method.
"It coarsens and brutalizes our
values," Heleringer said. "It reduces us to the level of the
killer."
Rep. Tom Kerr, D-Taylor Mill,
said society's foremost duty was
the protection of its citizens and
said Christian religion sanctioned
killing under the right
circumstances.
The lethal injection bill now
goes to the Senate for its
consideration.
Kentucky executed Harold
McQueen in July, the first death
sentence carried out since 1962.
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American team misses action
By LEON BARKHO
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
While some weapons inspectors
were out searching today for
banned Iraqi weapons material,
the American-led team that was
blocked by Iraq twice this week
stayed behind awaiting instructions from U.N. headquarters in
New York.
Iraq has accused the leader of
the second team, former U.S.
Marine Scott Ritter, of espionage
and says the makeup of his team
is too heavily weighted with
Americans and Britons. It refused
to give his team Iraqi escorts on
Tuesday and Wednesday, effectively blocking its work.
"All the teams are out except
Ritter's," said Nils Carlstrom,
head of the U.N. inspection office
in Baghdad. "We are waiting
(for) orders from New York."
Ritter heads a team that was
trying to uncover Iraqi methods

of concealing banned weapons
and documents. His no-notice inspections were said to have surprised Iraqi officials several
times.
In New York, the U.N. Security Council adopted a statement
Wednesday deploring the blocking of Ritter's team and "Iraq's
subsequent failure to fulfill its
obligations to provide the (inspectors) with full, unconditional
and immediate access to all
sites."
Iraqi officials who escort arms
inspectors said Ritter had not informed them that he would be
carrying out inspections today.
Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister
Tariq Aziz said Wednesday that
Iraq would not allow Ritter to resume inspections unless his team
was reshaped to include more inspectors from other countries.
In an attempt to end the standoff and blunt Iraqi criticisms,
chief inspector Richard Butler

hired three Chinese weapons experts on Wednesday.
China appealed to Iraq today to
cooperate with weapons inspections, but Foreign Ministry
spokesman Shen Guofang also
said in Beijing that "legitimate
concerns of Iraq as a sovereign
state should be respected."
China, a permanent member of
the Security Council, has kept a
low profile in previous confrontations between Iraq, a diplomatic
ally, and the United Nations over
sanctions the U.N. imposed for
Baghdad's 1990 invasion of Kuwait, which led to the Persian
Gulf War.
Iraqi newspapers lashed out at
Ritter today, with the official alQadissiya newspaper said the inspector was "the intelligence
man ready to implement American orders." Al-Thawra, the
newspaper of the ruling Baath
Party, said Ritter was in Baghdad
to "fabricate a new crisis."

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — to Africa.
Reliable statistics are impossiDoctors have slogged through
swamps and hitched rides on he- ble to compile because a huge
licopters in an effort to hunt swath of land in Kenya and Sodown and stop a deadly disease malia is flooded by rainfall 500
that may have already killed 700 percent above normal. Rivers
have spilled from their banks,
people.
Rift Valley fever has swept washing out bridges, turning
through northeastern Kenya in roads into mud slicks and subthe past month, killing humans merging most airstrips.
and animals with vomiting, diar"It's a mess," Martin said.
rhea, fever, inflammation of the "Very hard to work."
brain, and bleeding from the nose
Just back from five days in
and other orifices.
northeastern Kenya, Martin said
The Kenyan Ministry of Health she and other epidemiologists
has confirmed more than 350 hitched rides on helicopters that
deaths, but Louise Martin, a were delivering emergency food
World Health Organization to marooned villages.
epidemiologist, said the death toll
"We'd hop off; run to the
was "possibly double that."
chief and say, 'Have you had
Across the border in Somalia, anyone die in last month? How?
dozens more people also have What did they look like?"
died from the virus. Exact figures
were not available.
"We definitely have a Rift
Valley fever epidemic," Martin
said. The disease, named after a
trough stretching 4,000 miles
from Jordan through eastern Africa to Mozambique, is endemic

Jackson
named to
committees
Business, farming and the prevention of domestic violence — all
will be key areas of interest for Sen.
Bob Jackson, D-Murray, as he continues his work in the Kentucky
General Assembly.
Jackson, whose senatorial district
includes Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman and Trigg counties, has received several committee
assignments since the legislature
convened in Frankfort last week for
its 1998 regular session.
Jackson will serve on the Senate
committees for Agriculture & Natural Resources, Banking & Insurance, and Economic Development
& Labor. Additionally, he has been
appointed to serve on the Governor's Council on Domestic Violence.
"These are important committee
assignments because they will allow
me to serve a variety of interests that
directly impact the economy of
western Kentucky," Jackson said.
"Also, by working with the domestic violence council, I hope to
increase awareness of this troubling
problem and find lasting solutions
thdt will help at-risk families
throughout the Commonwealth."
Other issues ranging from health
care availability to car tax reductions share a place on Jackson's busy
agenda. Additionally, he has cosponsored a resolution that urges
reestablishment of the legislative
Subcommittee on Veterans' Affairs.
The resolution is awaiting action in
the Senate's State and Local Government Committee.
"The many veterans within my
district carry a great record of
service to our country," Jackson
said. "I want to ensure that these
individuals continue to have a
forum within the legislature where
their special needs and issues can be
addressed."

• Caring Staff

• Open
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. By Appt.

• Same Day
Appointments

759-8000
1210 Johnson Blvd. • Murray

502-759-0061
Fax 759-0063

Every Friday Night

B•I•N•G•0

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular
Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
* $1,000 Letter H
Double Bingo Pays
(30 calls or less)
60%, 75% and 90%
$500 Jackpot Every Week
* Air Conditioned - Accommodations
for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

If you're looking for a bank, you don't need to look further than
Murray's only independent bank. Peoples Bank of Murray.

PeoplesBank
OfMurray,Kentucky
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South Branch:
1201 & Story
Kroger Money Market Center • MSU Teller Machine: Curris Center • MCCII
Teller Machine:
Murray-Calloway County Hospital • Phone: 767-BANK. iNt
'
FOLINE: 800-811-8157

ASK HOW YOU CAN RECEIVE 30 MINUTES A MONTH OF GTE HOME LONG DISTANCE CALLING FOR ONE YEAR AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE
GTE Wireless Center:

4zet Murray
305 N 12th Street
(502)759-3301

GTE Wireless Agent:
Murray
Twin Lakes Office Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

(MONTHLY ACCESS FEE AND LOCAL AIRTIME FOR 6 MONTHS

Thinking about going wireless? We'll meet you halfway. For as little as $10 a month, you can enjoy
the security and convenience of GTE's great wireless service every day. There's no activation fee
and you get 50% off access and local airtime for six months just for signing a two-year agreement.
Plus, you can get an additional line for only $8.48 per month for 6 months. Call or stop by your
neighborhood GTE location today. Give us half a second and you'll see how to save big time.
1-800-GTE-3266
www GTE.com

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

r -.71513 S. 12th St..1

Murray, Ky.

B. Scott Foster, D.C.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
Holland Motor Sales

(Behind Walters Pharmacy)

WE VALUE INDEPENDENCE.

Quality Chiropractic Care
For You And Your Family
• Insurance
Claims
Processed

& FARM SUPPLIES
•Bearings
*Chain
'Wire Rope
Belts
(Roller & Log)
'Safety Supplies
'Sheaves
•Sheaves
'Nuts & Bolts
'Oil Seals
•Sprockets
*Tools
'Air Hose
'Logging Supplies 'Hydraulic Hoses 'Hydraulic Fluid
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
U04 Johnson Blvd.

Once again,
we're happy to
announce
Peoples Bank
is still
Peoples Bank

Sometimes, the team would
slog more than a mile through
swamps to reach sick people. Often, high waters barred them.
Martin said WHO doctors have
been to just 20 of 118 villages in
Garissa district, and have not
reached two other districts, Mandera and Wajir, which also are
infected by Rift Valley fever.
As WHO investigators go to
more villages, Martin said she
expected to report a dramatically
higher death toll.
Rift Valley fever compounds
an already-precarious health situation in northwestern Kenya,
where an impoverished population is malnourished and ravaged
by many diseases, especially
those spread by a lack of clean
water and medical services.

• Convenient
Hours and
Location

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS

Iraq has accused Ritter of trying to find evidence that Baghdad
tested chemical and biological
agents on prisoners.
U.N. reports have said that Iraq
tested biological toxins on animals, including sheep, donkeys,
monkeys and dogs.
Aziz dismissed reports that
Iraq had tested chemical and biological agents on prisoners in the
summer of 1995.
"Never. It is a sheer lie," he
said.
Aziz only gave vague answers
when asked if Iraq would throw
out American inspectors like it
did last year or carry out threats
to fire on the U-2 spy planes that
the United Nations uses.
"We are not against the
Americans, we only want to have
balanced teams," he said.
U.N. inspectors must certify
that Iraq has eliminated its weapons of mass destruction before
the U.N. trade sanctions can be
lifted.

Doctors head to Africa
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish'
PUBUSIIED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS

Salvation Army says thanks
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your strong
support of the annual Christmas appeal of the Salvation Army over the
holiday season. This is the fourth consecutive year the Army has been
able to "ring bells" in Murray on a regular schedule over the holiday
season.
The kettle collection serves as our primary fundraiser for the coming
year. In approximately 118 hours of bell ringing over 11 days,more than
$5,900 was given.
A number of local groups, organizations and individual volunteers
made the task of staffing the kettle easy,as well as a joy. Thanks goes to
members of Kiwanis,Chi Alpha of Murray State University, members of
the Dexter-Hardin and Olive United Methodist Churches and the board
of directors of Need Line,and numerous individuals who gave willingly
of their time in ringing the bell. We are especially grateful to Paul Sharp
and Wal-Mart for allowing us to set up our kettle there.
Eighty percent of the money given remains in Calloway County to be
used for various service projects such as sending kids to the Army's camp
at Dale Hollow Lake, Tenn., providing meat for Need Line's Christmas
ba'skets, supplementing payments on utility bills, providing portable
ramps for the disabled and other needs that arise in the community over
the year. Twenty percent goes to the Divisional Center in Louisville to
help defray administrative costs.
Those wishing to give to the Salvation Army throughout the year may
send their donations to Crystal Ford,Salvation Army Treasurer, 1334-U
Chestnut Street, Murray, KY 42071. Anyone wishing to serve on the
local service unit committee may contact me at 753-6565.
Again on behalf of all those who will benefit from your generosity,
say "Thank You." May God bless you.
Kerry L. Lambert, Chairman
Salvation Army Service Unit - Murray

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
I .S. Senate. Washington, D.C. 20510

, WORKING TOGETHER TO BUILD
DISASTER-RESISTANT COMMUNITIES

An artistic business plan
When business and arts collide,
some pretty interesting things can
happen.
The Business Council for the
Arts is considering new ways to
incorporate arts into the business
community. And so far, a proposal revealed earlier this week
stands head and shoulders above
the rest.
According to Karen Balzer,
BCA president, the plan calls for
the courtsquare businesses to
open their doors one evening for
a special arts display courtesy of
our local artisans.
Dance performances, musical
selections and storytelling only
scratch' the surface. Paintings,
weavings and pottery are also
part of the lineup.
The idea to display local art in
our businesses is not new. In fact,
Balzer has devoted the front windows of The Centre of Dance to
artwork designed by local high
school art students. And Hilliard
Lyons also has space set aside for
art.
But the difference is that for
one evening, the community
could gather for a walking tour
that would showcase the talents
of our neighbors.
Yes, we have art galleries and
a local art guild, all of which
have shows throughout the year.
This event emphasizes how art

WILLFUL THOUGHTS

can be incorporated into everyday
life by displaying artwork on the
walls and throughout the
businesses.
Balzer's enthusiasm for the
proposal was sparked by a visit
made to Transfinancial Inc., in
Bowling Green. The bank has
made a commitment to the Bowling Green community to bring art
into the workplace.
And according to Dena Schaaf,
bank executive, the result is an
annual art show/sale set up within
the bank. The bank also has a private collection that is on display
throughout the year.
With photos in hand, Schaaf
visited Murray earlier this week
and spoke to a group of about 18
representatives from the business
and arts communities.
She emphasized how well received the show/sale is in her
community, especially among
those who had never before had
an opportunity to display their

work.
In our community, such a display would certainly be welcoMe,
especially when showcased in our
downtown businesses. Because
the initial emphasis is on a walking tour, the event would have to
be limited to a specific area, such
as the courtsquare.
According to Balzer, incorporating artwork into her windows
required little effort on her part.
In fact, "all I had to do was unlock the door and get out of the
way," while the students and
teachers arranged the artwork
Granted, this is untried territory for our community. And it
does seem to ask a lot of business
owners for them to open their
doors after hours.,but the rewards are great.
The exposure for both the business and the respective artists is
priceless. Aunt Meg gets to show
off her beautiful watercolor while
visitors get a peek at our courtsquare businesses.
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Here are a few of the comments regarding the proposal:
el hate decorating my windows and using local artwork is a
wonderful idea."
•"This can be a win/win situation for everyone."
•"This would provide a good
community feeling."
."What is exciting is the
amount of kids putting up the displays. This is constructive stuff
that they are doing!"
Why not do something special
and incorporate work from our
local artists into the workplace?
BCA has shown great innovation in bringing this proposal to
the table. Why not show your
support by giving Balzer a call
and encouraging BCA to move
forward with the plans?
Maybe I don't understand the
meaning behind every piece of
art I see, and maybe some of it
doesn't appeal to me, but I can
certainly appreciate the talent and
effort it took to create it.
We have many talented individuals in the community, some of
whom have never placed their
work on display.
Let's throw our support behind
this idea so that we can have an
evening of entertainment and art
appreciation courtesy of our artistic neighbors...in the establishments of our business neighbors.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Daily News, Bowling Green
Lexington attorney Gatewood Galbraith refuses to give up his
quest for legalization of marijuana, and this time has taken his crusade into court in several Kentucky counties. ...
Galbraith, who ran an unsuccessful gubernatorial campaign on
the issue, contends that marijuana isn't dangerous and that people
have a right to cultivate and possess it for medical reasons.
This time, Galbraith adds a new wrinkle, linking a Lee County
court decision that marijuana and hemp are not the same because of
differing chemical levels. His reasoning is that if hemp in not illegal, authorities must prove which
hemp or marijuana — a person possesses before they can prosecute.
Galbraith may be able to find a judge or even a jury sympathetic
to such labored arguments.
We suspect, however, that the suits Galbraith filed will contribute little to clarifying the complicated questions surrounding marijuana and hemp.
Marijuana is a proven gateway drug to cocaine and often reinforces alcohol consumption among the young. These considerations

Too hot? Blame EL Nifio. Too cold? Blame El Nino. Too wet?
Blame El Nino. Too dry? Blame El Nino. You name it and El Nifio,
the climate disturbance that forms every few years in the Pacific Ocean,
I has been blamed for it. One sports writer even went so far as to blame
El Nino for several college football teams' poor performance last
year.
While there's still much we don't know about El Nifio's affects,
Kentuckians are well aware of what kind of devastation mother nature
can wrought.
What does a liberal big-governLast March, record-setting downpours in Kentucky killed 21
ment
Democrat trying to portray
people. caused more than $500 million in damages and all but wiped
himselfas a moderate "the era of big
some towns off the map.
government is over" Democrat do
And we weren't alone. According to the Federal Emergency Manwith a budget surplus when he sees
agement Agency (FEMA), no state has been spared, with well over his
heir apparent challenged by the
200 presidentially declared disasters in just the last five years.
left wing of his party?
Once the flood waters subside or the earth stops quaking, it's
If he is Bill Clinton(and he is), he
often still years before local governments, businesses and families calls for more governmentspending
recover, not just financially, but emotionally as well.
(which he has) rather than a refund
• That's why FEMA has introduced Project Impact, to help build to America's overburdened and
disaster-resistant communities. Through this initiative, the emergency overtaxed workers.
assistance agency hopes to "bring communities together to take acThe president wants to significtions that prepare for - and protect themselves against - natural disas- antly expand some of our most
ters in a collaborative effort."
costly social programs by offering
Through a nationll awareness campaign, pilot communities dem- Medicare benefits to younger retionstrating the benefit: of disaster preparedness, and an outreach ef- rees and restoring food stamps to
fort using a new guidebook. FEMA hopes to:
immigrants who recently saw that
• build community partnerships;
aid cut off.
se identify hazards and community vulnerability:
The apparent objective is to dampen criticism heard recently from
t/ prioritize hazard risk reduction actions: and,
House Minority Leader Dick Ge•communicate success.
Each community is unique and understands how best to make phardt, who suggested his party was
their neighborhoods more disaster-resistant. But I believe anyone can in danger of selling out the poor,and
find inspiration in FEMA's new guidebook, whether through their bolster Democratic Party stock
formula for forming live-saving partnerships or their many case stud- with immigrants and Hispanic
citizens.
ies from around the country.
Expanding Medicare to even
FEMA reminds communities that it's been shown time and again
that lives can be saved and property damage reduced by consistently more recipients without fixing what
building safer and stronger buildings, strengthening existing infra- is wrong with the program might be
'a good way to further Clinton's goal
structures, and enforcing building codes.
Over the years, I've looked out over the flattened path left by of nationalized health care by other
means, but it would put new bur
tornadoes. I've searched with families to find familiar landmarks when
dens on taxpayers.
the river enveloped their neighborhoods. And I've seen the way, time
He does everything he can to
and again, Kentuckians have pulled together and rebuilt their lives.
prevent reducing government's cost
No one can control the forces of nature. But just as we all pull in order
to plead the "need" for all of
together in the aftermath, we can work together to make sure our the taxes
(and more) the governcommunities have the best protection possible against future natural ment gets. Funny how
the governdisasters.
ment can never afford spending
Those interested in receiving a Project Impact guidebook can con- cuts, but it never asks whether
tact FEMA at 1-800-480-2520 or visit their Internet address at http:// taxpayers can afford to pay more!
www.fema.gov for updates and links to other emergency preparedlithe administration and Conness organization.
gress genuinely wish to help people
That's a toll free number. So not even El Nino can be blamed if who need medical insurance, they
you don't make the call and get this important package.
should support measures that would
reduce the Waal role in health care

alone red-flag it as a substance for legislators to approach gingerly.
Galbraith does have a point worth thinking about.
Many suffering serious illnesses claim that marijuana offers them
relief from pain secured in no other way. Even those who loathe
the thought of legalized pot would be slow to deny it to suffering
people if it were medically shown to be a blessing to them and its
use could be restricted to them alone.
Then there is hemp. Some Kentucky agricultural interests advo-
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cate legalizing hemp for commercial production.
This would require differentiating it from marijuana. The Lee
County court said that the difference is in the chemical content, but
police could not be expected to chemically analyze every plant before seizing it. So some other means would be necessary.
Only scientific research can establish if marijuana has medical
application. Only more comprehensive commercial and agricultural
studies than thus far undertaken can determine if hemp has sufficient potential to offset the disadvantages of legalizing it. The answers won't be found in court.

Clinton wants to spend surplus
CAI,'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated coliumnist
and allow the free-enterprise system
to provide better care at less cost.
Because most employers, rather
than families, currently determine
the health insurance plans available
to workers, the understandable consumer response is to ask government to guarantee access to a doctor
of his or her choice.
Because health insurance purchased by employers is a tax-free
benefit, but individual coverage
must be purchased with after-tax
income, most people do not actually
"own" their health plan. Instead, the
employer owns it, which is why it

has been so difficult for people
when they changejobs to carry their
insurance with them.
As the Heritage Foundation
noted in a recent report, private
enterprise, not the federal government, produces the desired results
ofexpanded health insurance coverage. One example is the Buyers
Heal!h Care
Action Group
(BHCAG)in Minneapolis-St. Paul.
It was formed by a group of
employers frustrated by the lack of
choice among commercial insurers
in the area. Only three large insurers
provided coverage for 80 percent of

HOW TO FOLLOW THE ACTION
CONTACTING KENTUCKY'S LEGISLATORS
Toll Free Numbers:
• To check the status of a bill: 1-800-809-0020
•To leave a message for a legislator: 1-800-372-7181
▪ TTY number for hearing impaired: 1-800-896-0305
• To cheek the schedule of upcoming legislative
meetings: 1-800-633-9850
II To leave a message for someone attending a
legislative meeting: 1-800-592-4399
Other:
• Any legislator or legislative staff member can be
reached by calling: 1-502-584-8100
• The Legislative Research Commission home page
address on Internetwww.ire.state.ky.us/home.htm

people with employment-based
plans.
The BHCAG represents 39 selfinsured employers, covering about
400,000 employees, retirees and
dependents in Minnesota, Wisconsin and North and South Dakota.
Participants in the BHCAG may
choose from among 15 "care systems" — integrated teams of clinics,
hospitals and doctors that contract
directly with the BHCAG.There are
different premium levels from
which to choose, with employers
typically making a defined contribution on behalf of their employees
and with each employee responsible
for the difference in cost,depending
on the plan chosen.
Between 87 and 97 percent of
those enrolled in the BHCAG
Choice Plus plan report being "satisfied" or "very satisfied" with their
care system. Contrast this with the
top-down regulatory approach of
the federal government.
Sadly, many members of the
Republican Congress want to join
the president and his big-government health-care minions in their
"reform" efforts.
In the House during the last
session, there were more than 200
co-sponsors to Rep. Charlie Norwood's (R-Ga.) Patient Access to
Responsible Care Act of 1997. Sen.
Alfonse D'Amato (R-N.Y.) introduced a companion bill in the
Senate.
Health care doesn't need federal micromanagement. Expanding
choice, not expanding the currently
flawed system, is the best way to
improve access to and quality of
health care. But in an election year,
count on the politicians to do the
showy — not the right — thing.
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WKMS to host folk and bluegrass concert Saturday
A smash success for the past two
years, the third annual WKMS Folk
and Bluegrass Concert is sure to be a
memorable evening with a lineup of
formidable entertainers.
Coming up at 7 p.m., Jan. 17 in
Murray State University's Robert E.
Johnson Theatre, the event will
feature Article II, Kate Larken,and
Nickel Creek whose members include 16-year old madolinist Chris
Thile,
Nickel_ Creek also boasts the
talents of Thile's father Scottand the
duo of Sean and Sara Watkins.
Their repertoire of original music
presses the boundaries of tradition,
criss-crossing string band genres
and blending tones and textures to
create a unique and teeognizable
style of their own. Influences that
range from bluegrass to jazz, Celtic
to classical, western swing to alternative rock all come together in
their music.
Both as a group and individually,
Nickel Creek has already established itself through national television,festival appearances,and competition awards -- yet three quarters
of the group is under 20 years of
age. Of Chris Thile's two solo
albums, one was mentioned for
1997 Album of the Year honors by
the International Bluegrass Musicians Association.
Thile earned a Grammy for his
work on the album "True Life
Blues: The Songs of Bill Monroe"
and was nominated for the 1997
IBMA Mandolin Performer of the
Year Award. He has performed on
"A Prairie Home Companion," and
appeared on "Prime Time Country"
and "Music City Tonight," two
programs on The Nashville Network.

NICKEL CREEK
Sean Watkins, the reigning Arizona State Flatpicking Champion,
also placed in the National Guitar
Championships in 1993 when he
was just 16. He and writing partner
David Puckett compose most of
Nickel Creek's material.
Sara Watkins, who plays fiddle
for Nickel Creek, is the 1996 Arizona State Fiddle Champion and
also contributes vocals along with
Thile.

Rounding out the varied sound of
the talented band is Scott Thile, who
showcases his background in jazz
and classical music on upright bass.
The second featured performer of
the evening will be Kate Larken,
whose vocal stylings and guitar
work has-been compared to Nancy
Griffith. Larken has released five
albums since 1993 which draw on a
long folk tradition and include

songs which some listeners describe
as snapshots or short stories of
people's lives.
Larken has toured around the
country from Wyoming to the
Florida Keys. Spending her teenage
years in Kentucky, she has a rock
and roll band in high school and has
recently moved back to western
Kentucky. In addition to Nancy
Griffith, Larken counts John Prine,
Norman Blake and Mary Chapin
nter , as well as the Chuck
Wagon Gang, as influences Qn tier
music.
Capping off the night of fine
musicianship will be Article II, a
five-member group from Clarksville, Tennessee who has played
many concerts and festivals
throughout the region including the
Four Rivers Folk Festival.
Their repertoire ranges from
songs by Bill Monroe to The Marshall Tucker Band and includes
original tunes. Members include
John Doubler,the great-grandson of
banjo legend Uncle Dave Macon;
lead guitarist Shannon Hayes; bassist Jimmy Edwards; mandolinist
Boge Quinn; and vocalist Bonita
Quinn.
The event, an opportunity for
bluegrass performers to get together
for WKMS, will be emceed once
again by WK MS Program Director
and "Music From the Front Porch"
host Grady Kirkpatrick. He feels the
timing of the concert is opportune.
"It's a good time of the year," said
Kirkpatrick. "It's far enough from
the holidays that people are ready to
get out again and warm up with
some hot music."
Kirkpatrick encourages everyone
to arrive early for the best seating.
"We expect a good crowd and

Market House Theatre sponsoring workshop
The Market House Theatre and
the W.C. Young Community Center
of Paducah, in an ongoing partnership to produce a variety of theatrical plays and events to celebrate
African-American culture in the
region, are sponsoring a regional
10-minute play competition for
middle and high school students.
Two winners will be Selected
from the entries and produced as
workshop productions Feb. 14 at the
Market House Theatre as a part of
"Packing for My Journey 24-7," an
evening of dance, music, reading
and original drama to celebrate
Black History Month.
The theme of the original play
competition is "How do elements
from the past and the present prepare me for my future." The competition is open to students ages 11-

18 from Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, and Missouri. Additional
guidelines state that plays must
contain elements of African American culture, must not exceed a
maximum of 10 pages in length and
must have a minimum of two characters and no more than five characters.
MHT Executive Director Michael Cochran said the 10-minute
play is the ideal format for younger
writers.
"It gives the writer a chance to
jump right in at a critical moment of
life...those magical moments that
change who we are and where we
are going," he said."The 10-minute
play also lets writers use their
imagination for comedy and dramatic situations with wild flights of

fantasy that don't have to be sustained for long time periods."
All &tries should be turned in to
the Market House Theatre no later
than 5 p.m., Jan. 27. A panel of four
judges composed of Market House
Theatre and Community Center
members will select the winners.

Auditions for the two winning entries will be held Feb. 3.
For additional information about
the competition,call Cochran at the
Market House Theatre at (502)
444-6828 or toll free 1 (888)MHTPLAY Tuesday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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WHO IS THE YMCA?
Jump Start to Fitness
.) After-School Care
Youth Stength Training
)Day & Summer Camps
Teen Center
Parent/Child sports
Aerobic Classes
)Parent's Night/Day Out
Corporate Cup Events
-) Water Exercise
Adult Basketball
)Personal Training
Call 753-4295/759-YMCA
MSU Overnighter
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Mark Your Calendars For
An Exciting New Workshop
Because the water flea's transparent body covering allows the
flea's heart and other organs to be seen directly it is often used in
experiments to determine the effect of drugs.

For auto, home and life—
Being in good hands
is the only place to be.'
THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky
502-753-4751
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will begin selling tickets at 6:30
p.m.," he said. "It's a good venue -comfortable, with good acoustics."
The Robert E.Johnson Theatre is
adjacent to the entrance of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, just north of the
1.nm.
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Call (502) 759-1752
Or 1-888-759-5991
For Information

AUDITIONS
I Hate Hamlet

$20,856
— 2,157

8,699

1998 Toyota Corolla LE
Stk. #98088
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'All prices exclude tax title tag & 'f,gistration S.,,h1pct to priD r sale
"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."
CHEVROLET
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2420 E. Wood St., Paris •642-3900
1-800-325-3229
Oldsmobile
GeGiD.

BOOK REVIEW
The Partner
By John Grisham
Once he was a well-liked, well-paid young
panner in a thriving Mississippi law firm. Then
PatrickiLa:an stole ninety million dollars
from his o fimi—and ran for his life. For
four years, he evaded men who were nch,
powerful, and would stop at nothing to find
him. Then, inevitably, on the edge of the
Brazilian jungle,they finally traced him dov.n.
Now Patrick is coming home. And in the
Mississippi city where it all began, an extraordinary trial is about to begin. As prosecutors
circle like sharks, as Patrick's lawyer prepares
his defense, as Patrick's lover prays for his
deliverance and his former partners wait for
their revenge,another story is about to emerge.
Because Patrick Lanigan, the most reviled
white-collar criminal of his time, knows
something that no one else in the world knows.
He knows the truth....

Brought To You Each Week By...

AUDITION
WORKSHOP
with
BOB VALENTINE
January 19 and 20•7:00 p.m.

"1;

1998 Toyota Camry LE

lust when you thought
it couldn't get any
better, along comes
a medley of exciting
new gift wrap from
Hallmark! You'll find
fresh, new rlesigns creative effects and
a selection so
varied, you're sure
to strike just the
right note.

by Paul Rudnick

Directed by Robert Valentine
January 26
at 7 p.m.
January 27
from 5-7 p.m.
Robort 8111Ington, Jr.

intersection of 15th Street and Olive
Street in Murray. Tickets are $6 and
are only available at the door. More
information about the concert can
be obtained by calling MO) 599.4737.

Roles:
3 males & 3 females
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Ledger Times

Today
• THURSDAY

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Jan. 13, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Mae Gallimore, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ruby R. Duncan and Mrs. Deborah Frances Pritchett, Dexter;
Mrs. Sandra G. Chesney, Paris,
Tenn.; Leroy V. Peterson, New Con-

JANUARY 15, 1998 •

Thetas hear White and Shown

cord; Mrs. Evelyn McPherson, Sedalia;
J.D. Farrill, Benton;
Mrs. Eloise King, Charles Eugene
Scott, Ed Michael Thurmond, Miss
Justice Ann Eyres,
Mrs. Wanda Faye Sergent, Mrs.
Lucy M. Walls, Ms. Elizabeth Miller,
Harold G. Nance,
Jack Ivan McElwain, Mrs. Edna Elizabeth Robinson, Bailey Barnett, and
Jerry M. Humphreys, all of Murray.

-At.Ilk

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

•

*Buffet served 7 days a week.
*10% Discoing w/MSU student I.D.
'Carry out available •(atering •Gifi Certificates 'Banquet Room
406 N. 12th St.
HRS: Sun-Th • 11 a.m.-930 p.m.
:Neal to Pius Hut)
Fri. & Sat. • 11 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
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Murray Family YMCA will be offering ak "Beginners" Aerobics
Class the third Saturday of each month. Class time will be at 8:30
a.m. at the 12th Street YMCA Branch. This class is open to all
YMCA members.
THETA DEPARTMENT photos

"Murray's Largest Buffet" - 30 items
Bring this ad in for a FREE iced tea wibuffet!

Cu

The Interstitial Cystitis Support Group will meet Sunday, Jan. 18,
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the private dining room of PineLake Medical
Center, Mayfield. This is open to all interested persons. For more
information call Ann Cash, leader, at 436-2282.

chosen for the honor, which is
based on academic achievement
and campus leadership.
Baust, a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High School, is the
daughter of Joseph and Marilyn
Baust of Murray.

COMA ROUSE Th.

Pleturei
left, Ge
Sarah (
KJM CI

Support meeting Sunday

Leah Baust named at Centre
DANVILLE, Ky. — Leah
Baust of Murray has been named
to Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and
Colleges.
She is one of 36 junior and senior students at Centre College

JO'S DATEBOOK

Oneida White, left, and Margie Shown in top photo, directed a Sing-ALong at the December meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Members brought gifts for clients at Shared Care program of Murray-Calloway County Hospital at Weaks Center. Hostesses
were, bottom photo, from left, Naomi Rogers, Sylvia Puckett and Anna
Mae Thurman. Judy Overbey will present a program on "Skin Care" at
the next meeting on Monday, Jan. 19, at 2:30 p.m. at the club house.
Names will be tabled for membership. Hostesses will be Thelma Warlord, Oneida Boyd and Mary Lawson.

Ji orta•s• smarm)
759-2348

Concert place is changed
The Wu Han Concert has been changed from Tilghman Auditorium to Paducah Community College Theater, Alben Barkley Drive
(US 62) at 1-24 Exit 7, Paducah, on Friday, Jan. 16, at 7:30 p.m.
Members of Murray Civic Music Association are entitled to attend
these Paducah concerts.

Christian Singles plan event
Independent Christian Singles will have a card party and celebration for January birthdays on Saturday, Jan. 17, at 6:30 p.m. at the
home of Otis Cunningham, 1402 Cuba Rd., Mayfield. Cake will be
provided, but each one is asked to bring snacks. For information call
Nancy at 436-5380 or Eugene at 753-6718.

Singles (SOS) plans events

411IWTIME

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Friday, Jan. 16, at
7:30 p.m. to see a free movie at Curris Center, Murray State University. On Saturday, Jan. 17, the group will meet at 4:30 p.m. at
JCPenney parking lot to carpool to El Chico's at Paducah at 5:30
p.m. and to dance later at Southside Eagles. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Marlene, 753-2350.
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DATE BOOK
JANUARY 16-19
r

Friday, January 16, 1998
4:55 PM
A Family Thing (P0-13)
7:00 PM
The Mirror Has Two
Faces (PG-13)
9:15 PM
Stargate SG-1" (TBD)
10:15 PM The Hunger (TBD)

f

9:00 PM

The Defenders
Choice of Evils (TBD)
11:00 PM Sunset Park (R)

Monday, January 19, 1998
5:00 PM
Father Of The Bride
Part II (PG)
7:00 PM
Stargate SG-1- (TBD)
8:00 PM
Jerry Maguire (R)

Saturday, January 17, 1998
5:00 PM
Matilda (1996) (PG)
7:00 PM Jerry Maguire (R)
9:30 PM
Fast Track (TBD)
10:30 PM Dead Man's Gun (TBD)

10:30 PM

Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
Jan. 17, at 10 a.m, at the club house. Members note the change in
time. from that listed in the yearbook. Milissa Sledd will give the
inspirational message. All members will be evaluating contest entries. Names will be tabled for membership. Hostesses will be Ruth
Wright, Alice Koenecke and Sarah Davis.

Joe's Apartment (PG-13)

FREE Installation to Disney
Call 753-5005
For More Details
MURRAY

C/NBLECOMIM

,

Special trips planned
for local 4-H members
Any 4-H Teens that desire to
attend [he Pennyrile Teen Retreat
Feb. 6 to 8 need to return forms
and S45 to Calloway Extension

The Kentucky
Farm Bureau
Offices
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Will Be

CLOSED
Ear, Nose & Throat Specialist
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Office by 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
Jan. 20.
Forms and information are also
available by calling Ginny Harper
at 753-1452.
Any freshman or sophomore
who would like to travel to
Washington, D.C., during their
spring break with Teens from all
over Kentucky contact the Extension Office at 753-1452 by today
(Thursday).
This exciting and educational
trip is sponsored by the 4-H
program.

Forensic Team
will perform at
Kenlake Friday

Mon., Jan. 19, 1998
to commemorate
the birthday of
Martin Luther
King, Jr.

The Murray State Forensic
Team will perform Friday, Jan.
16, from 6 to 7 p.m. at Kenlakc
State Resort Park.

753-4703
310 So. 4th St. • Murray
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Alpha meeting Saturday

•

Sunday, January 18, 1998
5:00 PM
Jumanji (PG)
7:00 PM
Extreme Measures (R)

ITCOMME

This group of talented students
performes numerous activities involving poetry interpretation to
Lincoln-Douglas Debates.
There is no charge for this
event and the public is invited..

Music Chorus will rehearse
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. at the club house.
Margie Shown, director, urges all members to attend.

Cookie Kick-off tonight
The annual Girl Scout Cookie Kick-off will be tonight (Thursday)
at 6:30 p.m. in the auditorium of Murray Middle School. All Girl
Scouts, Brownies through seniors, are encouraged to attend with
troops or parents. "Come and let's team up about selling Girl Scout
cookies," said Darlene Brumley, Communications officer.

Gospel singing Saturday
God's Truck & Street Ministry and End Time Harvest Church will
host a gospel singing with evangelist Jeremy Lowe at Metropolis Junior High School, Catherine and 11th Streets, Metropolis, Ill. The
public is invited.

Historical group will meet
Jackson Purchase Historical Society will have its winter meeting
on Saturday, Jan. 17, at noon at Holman House Restaurant, Paducah.
Lon Carter Barton, eminent West Kentucky historian, will present
the program. Reservations for the luncheon at $10 per person should
be made immediately with William E. Wilson, Water Valley, phone
1-502-355-2880. Visitors are welcome and membership is open to
any person who is interested in history, according to Mary Helen
Hoover of Mayfield, JPHS president.

Call(
sellii

CCHS 1988 Class will meet
Plans are being made for the 10-year reunion of the Calloway
County High School Class of 1988. Anyone interested in being on
the planning committee is urged to come to the first meeting to be
Saturday, Jan. 17, at 5 p.m. in the Cumberland Room, CUITiS Center,
Murray State University. For more information call Jennifer Geurin
Stubblefield at 436-2878.

Majid Torabi, M.D.
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SUBSCRIBE

Ear, Nose, Throat, Head & Neck Surgery,
Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery

Dr. Majid Torabi is now accepting patients in
his office at 205 South 8th St., across from the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Dr. Torabi specializes in the treatment of ear,
nose, and throat conditions and disorders, facial
plastic surgery and head and neck surgery. You
may schedule an appointment by calling 759HEAR (759-4327).
4-

Hearing Center
°f WARM
4

1

205 South 8th St.
Murray, KY
759-HEAR
(759-4327)

Tony %Homo, MA., CCC/A
Certified Clinical Audiologist

•

Tony Milliano, Certified Clinical Audiologist, will be joining Dr.
Majid Torabi in his office at 205 South 8th
Street. He will be offering complete audiological services, specializing in the fitting and
dispensing of advanced
technology programmable hearing aids.
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TODAY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Over 25 leur3 In Business —

lifir.fJiics

labyte
J.g
.t„e'

Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings •PrOMI •Banquets •13irthdays •Anniversari
es

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

Pictured at the Kentucky Junior Miss Program at Lexington are, from
left, Gene Atkisson, K.1161 president, Marty White, Region I director,
Sarah Curd, Autumn Alcott, Wendy Parker, and Charlotte Stephenson,
KJM chair.

OUR SPECIALTY?
City Homes to Country Farms

Curd Parker are named
for honor at state event
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For the fourth year in a row,
Calloway County has been recognized at the Kentucky Junior
Miss Program.
At the 40th state finals at Lexington Jan. 10-12, Calloway
County's program was awarded
the local scholarship award for
having a 573 percent increase in
scholarships offered and was
reognized for having the state's
best overall program book.
Additionally, Sarah Coursey
Curd and Wendy Parker were
named Kentucky's 1998 Outstanding Local Chairpersons.
Kentucky's Junior Miss Chairperson Charlotte Stephenson,
cited their "enthusiasm" and the
fact that they "developed a goldstar program in record time" as
the deciding factors in honoring
their accomplishments.
Curd and Parker will now be
recommended by Kentucky to be
the 1998 America's Junior Miss
Outstanding Local Chairpersons.
The winner of that award will be
announced at the America's Junior Miss Program at Mobile,
Ala., in the summer of 1998.
Autumn Alcott, a senior at
Murray High School, competed
with 38 other young women from
across Kentucky for the title of
Kentucky's Junior Miss 1998.
Alcott and the other participants -were evaluated on the basis
of judge's interview conducted
prior to the on-stage competition;
scholastic achievement evaluated
by a team of university admissions counselors; a creative and
performing arts performance;
overall health and fitness as established by their performance in
a fast-paced choreographed routine on stage; and presence and
composure as established by their
performance in a choreographed
routine and response to the onstage question, "How do you
measure the life of a man or
woman."
For her creative and performing arts presentation, Alcott performed a piano solo, "The Firefly" by Anton Bilotti before the
audience of about 900 persons at
UK's Singletary Center.
Alcott spent a week in Lexington with the other participants
where they prepared for the competition and were involved in
•imerous activities.

Calloway band
selling cards
Calloway County Laker Band
is continuing its fourth year selling the Laker Band Discount
Card.
The card, blue in color, offers
special discounts to patrons of
local businesses that sponsors the
Laker Band. Discount cards are
good for a year with an expiration day of Sept. 30, 1998.
The new blue card may be purchased for $5 from any CCHS
Band Booster or by calling
753-4718.

Judges were from all across the
United States and included a former Kentuckian, Yvette Haskins,
wife of Clem Haskins, former
head coach at Western Kentucky
University and now head coach at
University of Minnesota.
Mackenzie Mayes of Laurel
County, a senior at South Laurel
High School, was selected Kentucky's 1998 Junior Miss. She
will represent Kentucky in the finals of America's Junior Miss at
Moble, Ala., this summer.
America's Junior Miss, of
which Kentucky's Junior Miss
and Calloway County's Junior
Miss are subsidiaries, is for seniors in high school. Over
$90,000 in scholarships was offered at Calloway County Junior
Miss Program last year and over
$34 million in scholarships is offered nationally, made possible
by the support of CompuServe
and Coca Cola USA.
Plans are underway for the
1999 Calloway Junior Miss competition in August 1998. If you
would like to help make the program possible by serving on a
committee or making a cash or
prize donation, or interested in
competing for the title of Calloway County's Junior Miss 1999,
contact Sarah Curd at 753-9286.

(and everything in between)

—Get A Quote—

Kentucky
Farm Bureau
Kaylin English Haverstock
and Christopher Thorp Weber

FOR FAST REFUND!!
Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

Thursday, Jan. 15
Calloway County High School Lady
Lakers host basketball game with
Graves County.
Murray State University Racers hosts
basketball game with Eastern Illinois
at Racer Arena/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Friday, Jan. 16
Christian Women's Club luncheon/
noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Singles (SOS)/7:30 p.m./free movie,
third floor, Curris Center, Murray
State. Info/Marlene, 7530-2350.
West View Nursing Home devotion
by the Rev. Todd Buck/11 a.m.;
Popcorn/2 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 am.-to 2 p.m.
for senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center/open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Breakfast/8
a.m., Pool Tournament/9 a.m., Bridge
Club/1 p.m.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p.m.-midnight.
Info/753-TEEN.
Murray State Forensic Team
performs/6-7 p.m./Kenlake State Resort Park. No admission.
Homeschool Conference at Curris
Center, MSU. Info/753-0717.
First Baptist Church Youth leave for
ski trip/2 p.m.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
Calloway County High School Lakers
play basketball game at Carlisle
County.
Murray High School Tigers play basketball game at Christian Fellowship
West Kentucky Boat, Tackle and
Sports Card Show/5-9 p.m./West Kentucky Expo Center. Info/762-3125.

TERMS

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

4.20% 4.75% 4.80% 4.85%
,

4.24% 4.81% 4.86% 4.91%

BURKEEN
— 1200 Hillwood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)

753-9567 Ext. 106
or 763-6730

W
IF.AL117—.111.11Ir
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Congratulations and best wishes
to our bridal couples

4

Holly Brown and Jeff Cross
Rick and Leigh Ann Carter Scalf
Ryan and Sara McNeary Cunningham
Heather Pool and Todd Wyatt
Elizabeth Stokes and Jan Mlotkievicz

Elizabeth Thurman

Steve Humphreys
Teresa Washer and Don Feldhaus
and

Sot

110UNITgD
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Friday, Jan. 16
Registration Deadlines/Racer-Touch
at Murray State University.
Info/762-3741.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
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* Suits
* Dresses * Sportswear

1/32/3o

Child Development Center

* Shoes * Robes
* Boots * Coats

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

smelt"

Call For Openings

753=5227

of Murray

ft:

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Save
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$20 $25
Racks

Sweaters
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WINTERSALEi

Southeide Manor
1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
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Bookkeeping & Tax Service

The future bride graduated from Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn., in 1996 with a bachelor of arts degree in art history and business administration. She was a member and officer of Delta Delta Delta sorority. She is currently an account executive with Trilogy Development Group of Austin, Texas.
Miss Haverstock is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Vincent English of Ada, Ohio, and Naples, Fla., and of Mrs. E.J. Haverstock of Murray and the late Mr. Haverstock.
The future groom is a 1995 graduate of Vanderbilt University
where he received a bachelor of arts degree in English and economics.
He was a member of Beta Theta Pi fraternity. Mr. Weber is an associate with Enron Capital and Trade Resources in Houston, Texas.
He is the grandson of the late Dr. Richard and Violetta Van deVanter Weber of Austin, Texas, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
Donaghue of Houston and Austin, Texas.
The wedding will be solemnized April 4, 1998, at the First United
Methodist Church of Murray. Invitations will be sent.

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE

Ms. Linda English Haverstock and Mr. and Mrs. Gary Richard
Haverstock of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter,
Kaylin English Haverstock, to Christopher Thorp Weber, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Richard Thorp Weber Jr. of Austin, Texas.

Bob
Cornelison

FILE EARLY

Haverstock and Weber
announce engagement

Investment Rates
CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

753-4703

Stuart
Alexander

CALENDAR
Thursday, Jan. 15
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office.
Diabetes Education Classes start/
1-3:30 p.m./Calloway County Public Library. Info/753-3381.
Annual Girl Scout Cookie
Kick-off/6:30 p.m./Murray Middle
School Auditorium.
Richer Life annual Travelogue scheduled today has been postponed until
a later date.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/6 p.m./club
house.
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club of West
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway Public Libray. Info/759-4556.
Hazel Woman's Club/7 p.m./Hazel
Community Center.
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club/l:30 p.m./club house.
Health Express of MCCH/Hardin
Library/1-3 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./MCCH Education Unit.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens activities. Foot Clinic/1
p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodge hall.
TOPS KY #469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
Senior Friends/4 p.m./PineLake Medical
Center,
Mayfield.
Info/1-502-251-4470.
West View Nursing Home Bingo/2
p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Shoney's.
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Book Limousine
Services For
Valentine's Day and
Prom'

5:00
630
500
5:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
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Racers host Ern tonight for OVC lead
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
While every Ohio Valley Conference
game is important to Mark Gottfried,
tonight's battle with Eastern Illinois
could prove to have greater significance down the road.
Murray State and Eastern Illinois are
currently in a three-way tie with
Middle Tennessee for the OVC lead
with 5-1 league records. MSU and EIU
square off tonight at 7 in Racer Arena
with the winner getting at least a temporary advantage in the conference
race.
"There's not one conference game
that's more important than any other,
but certainly with the teams that you're
going head to head with for the lead
you want to do well against," Gottfried
said from his office Wednesday.
Eastern Illinois is 8-6 overall. The
Panthers lead the OVC in 3-point field
goal percentage defense (.283) and are
second in the conference (behind Murray State) in scoring offense at 73.5

points per game, and in turnover margin — again behind Murray State — at
+1.93 per game.
EIU returns all five starters and 11
of its 12 letterwinners from last year's
12-15 team that finished 9-9 in its first
OVC season. The Panthers and Murray
State split their two meetings last season, with each team winning at home.
"I like them; they've got everybody
back from a good team and they've
added a couple of players," Gottfried
said. "They've gotten better and they
have experience.
"They're very smart," he added.
"They're not tremendously athletic, but
they execute really well. They're a
solid team."
An intriguing twist to tonight's game
will be return to Racer Arena of EIU
guard Jack Owens, who played at Mur-

ray State in Gottfried's first season
(1995-96). Owens transferred from
MSU to Howard (Texas) Community
College before going to Eastern Illinois
this season.
Owens averages 9.8 points per game,
but that figure increases to 12.8 in conference games. He is currently third in
the league in assists at 4.36 per game
(behind MSU's Chad Townsend and
Eastern Illinois teammate Chad
Peckinpaugh).
"Jack has added some quickness and
now he's starting," Gottfried said.
"When Jack was here Chad (Townsend) was sitting out, and 1 think that
had something to do with his decision
to transfer. He's a great young guy
from a great family, and I'm glad he's
getting the opportunity to play. I know
he's going to come in here and try to

win. He's a competitor."
Rick Kaye leads EIU in scoring at
20.4 points per game, but is scoring at
a 25.7 clip in the OVC. Paducah Tilghman product John Smith leads the
Panthers in rebounding at 5.8 per
contest.
"Kaye is an excellent player to be
averaging 25 a game in the league,"
Gottfried said.
Eastern's last game was Jan. 10, a
76-59 home win over Tennessee Tech.
EIU also handed Middle Tennessee its
only conference loss of the season,
85-74 Jan. 8 in Charleston, Ill. The
Panthers' only OVC loss was Jan. 3 at
Eastern Kentucky, a 67-63 setback.
"They've gone on the road and had a
lot of close games down to the wire,"
Gottfried said. "Their game at Eastern
Kentucky was a heck of a game.
They've done well.
"They would rather play slower than
faster, but they'll come down and go
ahead and just put one up sometimes,"
• See Page 9
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Former Murray State guard Jack Owens (right)
returns to Racer Arena tonight as a starter for
Eastern Illinois.
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MSU's 31 miscues
overcome shooting
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
RICHMOND, Ky. — Murray
State shot 50 percent from the
field and outrebounded Eastern
Kentucky 36-24, but 31 turnovers
were too much for the Lady Racers to overcome in a 69-56 Ohio
Valley Conference loss Wednesday night.
Each team put up red-hot
shooting numbers in the second
half. Murray State (2-12, 1-5
OVC) shot 57.7 percent while
Eastern (9-5, 5-2 OVC) shot 65
percent.
Eastern trailed only once, that
at 4-3, before Eastern went on a
20-5 run to lead 24-8. The Lady
Colonels led 29-19 at halftime.
Murray State came within
52-44 on a Monika Gadson layup
with 8:15 to play, but could get
no closer.
Shonta Hunt paced Murray
State with 18 points while Sarah
Higgins added 17, Gadson 10
points and eight rebounds and
DaneIle Watts nine points and 10
boards. For the game the Lady
Racers were 24 of 48 from the
field, 0-for-1 from 3-point range
and 8-of-14 at the free throw line.
Chrissy Roberts led Eastern
with 15 points while Marla Gearhart added 13, Laphelia Doss 11
and Charlotte Sizemore 10. The
Lady Colonels were 27 of 52 (52
percent) from the field, 5-of-18
from 3-point range and 10 of 22
at the free throw line.
Murray State returns home Saturday to face Southeast Missouri
at 1 p.m.

25-2 HCHS run stops
two-time champions
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray guard Lindsay Lawson (11) advances the ball downcourt against Hickman County's Amy Byassee (10)
during the Lady Tigers' 52-42 loss the the Lady Falcons In Wednesday's quarterfinal matchup In the Region 1
All A Classic tournament at Mayfield.

MAYFIELD — Some things
are almost unexplainable.
That was what head coach Rechelle Cadwell realized Wednesday night when struggling to
make sense of the Murray High
Lady Tigers' second half collapse
in the quarterfinal round of the
Region 1 All A Classic tournanment at Mayfield High School.
The Lady Tigers (11-2), who
lost for only the second time this
this season, hit just 5 of 27 shots
in the second half in dropping a
52-42 decision to Hickman
County.
The Lady Falcons (3-11) used
an amazing 25-2 second-half run
that stunned Murray, the tournament's top seed and its defending
champion.
"You just have to give all the
credit to Hickman County," said
a frustrated Cadwell. "They
came to play tonight and we
came out here to either look
ahead or just not play."
Despite the loss of leading
scorer and rebounder Jeanne
Maddox to the flu, the opening
minutes of this contest started in
typical Murray fashion.
The Lady Tigers used a pressing defense to force two Hickman
County turnovers in the first two
minutes of the game.

MURRAY
17 29 31 — 42
HICKMAN CO.
10 18 32 — 52
MURRAY (42)
Lawson 15, Greene 12, Moneymaker 7.
Beane 6, Alexander 2. FG: 18-69. Threepoint: 2-20 (Greene 2). FT-A: 4-7. Rebounds: 26. Record: 11-2.
HICKMAN CO. (52)
Byassee 16, Wilson 16, Dowdy 11, Thomas 6, Goodman 3. TOTALS: PG: 18-39.
Three-point: 2-8 (Byassee, Wilson)
FT-A. 14-30. Rebounds: 32. Record: 3-11.

Lindsay Lawson, who led the
Lady Tigers with 15 points, took
charge with a. pair of baskets in a
7-0 run as Murray appeared to be
well on its way to routing the
Lady Falcons.
Becky Greene scored seven of
her 12 points in the first quarter
as the Lady Tigers held a 17-10
advantage after one period of
play.
Murray appeared to take control of the game in the second
quarter with a 12-2 run. LaCosta
Beane began the scoring surge
with a jumper. Greene followed
with a layup and Lawson added a
pair of buckets as the Lady Tigers jumped out to a commanding
29-14 with 2:39 remaining in the
half.
The Lady Tigers would hold
what seemed to be a comfortable
29-18 margin at halftime.
"We played together during
that stretch," Cadwell noted. "But
then we decided to pass the ball

[SCHEDULE I

Lakers hand Nuggets 18th straight loss
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — Shaquille O'Neal accomplished something
Wednesday night that no member of the
Los Angeles Lakers had done in over 11
years.
Nevertheless, he says he's still not
100 percent healthy.
O'Neal scored 34 points to become
the first member of the Lakers since
Magic Johnson in December, 1986, to
surpass 30 points in four straight games
as Los Angeles beat the hapless Denver
Nuggets 132-114.
"There's going to always be pain because the stomach muscle almost
ripped," said O'Neal, who was sidelined for more than six weeks due to a

strained abdominal muscle before returning to action Jan. 2.
When asked if he was holding back,
O'Neal said, "Maybe a little bit. I could
have blocked a couple shots. I still feel
my reaction time is a half-second
slow."
O'Neal shot 14-of-20 from the field
and 6-of-11 from the line in 32 minutes.
He also pulled down 10 rebounds.
"The team gave me the ball well," he
said. "I got high-percentage shots. We
did what we were supposed to do."
The loss was the 18th straight for
Denver — the longest in the NBA this
season. Toronto had a 17-game losing
streak that ended Dec. 10.
The Nuggets (2-33) are six losses
away from tying the longest losing

streak in NBA history. Cleveland lost 24
straight — the last 19 games of the
1981-82 season and the first five of the
1982-83 campaign.
"It's not fun," first-year Nuggets
coach Bill Hanzlik said. "We did some
good things offensively, but defensively
we were an F-minus — as you could see
from the number of Laker shOts and
dunks."
The Lakers were 47-of-82 from the
floor (57.3 percent) — many from close
range.
"Our defensive effort was nonexistent tonight," Nuggets forward LaPhonso Ellis said.

BASKETBALL
• Racers vs. E Illinois
Racer Arena — 7
II Lady Lakers vs Graves
Jeffrey Gymnasium — 7

• Tigers at CFS
Bnensburg — 6
• Lakers at Carlisle
Bardwell — 7

BASKETBALL
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Louisville ready to
play in conference

Sports
BRIEFS

The Murray High Tiger football team held Its annual awards banquet
Jan. 10. Award winners included: (Front row, from left) O'Shea Hudspeth - Academic Excellence, Senior Leadership, Carl Space Scholarship, Offensive Player of The Year Scholarship and Co-Offensive
Back; Jeff Hedges • Offensive Lineman of the Year, Defensive Lineman and Senior Leadership; Adam McKnight - Senior Leadership,
Most Improved Lineman and Defensive LIMNYIBB: Jake-Thurman- Senior Leadership and Defensive Lineman; D.J. Steffey - Senior Leadership; Bryan Dennison - Most Tackles, Defensive Player of the Year,
Offensive Back of the Year and Senior Leadership; and Billy McCarthy. Senior Leadership, Most Improved Lineman and Defensive Lineman. (Back row) Thurman Foster • Co-Special Teams Player of the
Year; Marklse Foster - Most improved Back and Offensive Back of
the Year; Renaido Hill • Scout Team Player of the Year; Shane Andrus- Co•Special Teams Player of the Year and Receiver of the Year;
Shaun Guinn - Senior Leadership; Blake Ross • Senior Leadership
and Defensive Lineman; Thomas Olive - Scout Team Player of the
Year; Alan Chase - Defensive Lineman and Senior Leadership; Drew
Henry • Scout Team Player of the Year; and Kenny Hammonds - Offensive Back, Defensive Back of the Year and Senior Leadership. Not
pictured are: John Hodge - Senior Leadership; Bryan Buhmann • Senior Leadership; and Mike Reed • Senior Leadership.

MMS 7th grade boys top South Marshall
The Murray Middle School 7th grade boys earned a thrilling 49-47 victory
at
South Marshall Middle School this week.
Dylan Volp led the Tigers (2-4) with 17 points. Austin
(Swain and Chase
Lambert added eight points apiece. Dustin Sutton chipped in with
seven
points, including the game-winning shot.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
After facing some grueling nonconference opponents, Louisville
is looking forward to taking on
some Conference USA foes.
Louisville (7-8, 1-1 C-USA),
which has played eight Top 25
teams in non-conference games,
visits Alabama-Birmingham
(11-4, 3-0) tonight.
"We haven't given up on this
year," Louisville coach Denny
Crum said. "I think we're capable of winning against anyone in
our conference."
Louisville is coming off a
69-65 loss at No. 18 Syracuse
last Saturday.
"I think they're handling it
pretty well," Crum said of his
players dealing with the close
losses. "If we'd been totally
healthy, we may have won some
of them."
Freshman guard Marques Maybin suffered a knee injury in a
71-70 loss to Marquette on Jan.
3. He has undergone arthroscopic
surgery and isn't expected to return to the lineup until early
February.

"We were on the verge of
playing our best basketball, but
that's when Marques went
down," Crum said.
Nate Johnson was moved to
Maybin's shooting guard spot
while Tony Williams replaced
Johnson's place in the starting lineup at small forward.
"We don't have the right kind
of flow (on offense)," Crum said
of Maybin's absence.
Crum also wants to see some
consistent play from the entire
roster.
"Our biggest problem is that
we haven't been able to get
everybody playing well on the
same night," he said. "I'm hopeful that it will happen quickly."
Louisville is led by center Alex
Sanders with 11.7 points and 6.9
rebounds while guard Cameron
Murray averages 10.8 points.
This year's record is the lowest
after 15 games since the 1990-91
season when the Cardinals started
7-12 before winning seven of
their last II games.
"We need a couple of victories," Crum said.

•Racers...
FROM PAGE 8

played five games in 10 days.
"1 hope this stretch helps us get
rhythm," Gottfried said.
a
he added. "They're smart and "Everybody
in the conference has
they play really well together.
kind of schedule. Soupeast
this
real."
They're for
Missouri is playing all of theirs
Tonight's game, combined on the road this week. So I don't
with Saturday's„ 4 p.m. home think playing a lot of games now
game with Southeast Missouri, will affect us too much if we can
will conclude a stretch during keep playing well and keep
which the Racers will have clicking."

•Hickman County...
cluding a dreadful 2-of-20 from
3-point range. Hickman County
one time and shoot instead of shot 18-of-39 from the field.
playing together."
Cadwell said the loss of MadMurray appeared ready to blow dox hurt the Lady Tigers, but the
the game wide open as Lawson teams' shooting woes was more
began the third. quarter with a of a factor.
layup at the 7:29 mark. But that
"Jeanne would have helped us
would be the last basket the Lady out on the boards, but I felt like
Tigers would score until midway that I put the right players on the
through the fourth period.
floor that could win the game,"
After the basket by Lawson, said Cadwell. "We got down on
Amy Byassee's 3-point basket ourselves when our shots
began a 14-2 third quarter run for wouldn't fall, but that's part of
Hickman County. Byassee would
the game. We have to learn to
score a game-high 16 points.
overcome that."
Jessica Wilson and Betsy ThoCadwell took full responsibilmas would each add a pair of baity for the loss.
skets in the run as the Lady Fal"We didn't play this game like
cons took a 32-31 lead at the end
we
wanted to win," Cadwell exof three quarters. Murray's nightmare quarter included a I-for-11 plained. "I didn't feel like that I
could do anything right either. I
performance from the field.
Hickman County's scoring didn't have them ready to play
onslaught would continue in tonight, and I take the blame for
fourth period as the Lady Falcons this loss. It was just a disappointsecured the game with an 11-0 ing effort."
run. Byassee and Wilson comThe Lady Tigers will resume
bined for 15 points in the quarter. play Jan. 19 with a home game
The Lady Tigers finished by against Heath. Game time is set
hitting just 18 of 69 shots, in- for'6 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
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Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me tor all your famdy insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
theta LO Century

21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
L
Asaumpeon 56, Lou Male 45
Lou Mercy 70, Lou Seneca 22
Nicholas Co 79 Domino 42
Prestonsburg 64 Magodn Co 30
Rowan Co 69 Loan Co 55
St Franas 34 Cartons' 20

KY PREP SCORES
Wedeeeds78 Games
Mori
Hazard 80. Shoby Val/ 61
Perry Co Central 78 Miamisburg 67

Tournaments
AN 'A• Classic
Mon Central 61 lAlard 32
Campbellsville 39. Catena 18
Carroll Co 70. Sfeetalit Co 4$
Curnboriand 44 Evans 32
Fort Knox 57, Bardstown 46
Fulton City 59 Mayfield 30
Harlan 72. Pineville 42
Henry Co 69. Gallabn Co 62
Hickman Co 52, Murray 42
Las Co 611 Juno Buchanan 35
Newport Central Cathoic 53 Beechwood 34
PileVille 59 South Floyd 31
St Henry 63 Heritage Academy 17

Teureaments
Mountain Classic
Perry Co Central 78 Vaillarreburg 67
Girls
Boone Co 54 *moon 42
Batx4) Brown 63 Augusta 30
Curnbrodand 44 Evans 32
Fienvng-Neon 83 Cores 22
Franidort 62 Model 37
Greenup Co 52 ShieWon Clark 43
Harlan 72 Pinewille 42

NBA STANDINGS
Al Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I. Pci
Mani
24 11 686
Na. J•ftfly
20 16 .556
Now Yolk
20 18 .556
Orlando
20 16 .526
Washington
19 20 487
Boston
16 19 457
Phinckalphia
10 23 .303
Central Division
Chicago
26 11 703
Indiana
24 11 666
Atlanta
24 12 .667
Charlotte
22 14 611
Cleveland
21 14 600
IA Meanies
18 19 486
Neon
17 19 472
Toronto
5 31 162
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pc1
Utah
24 11 666
San Antonio
25 12 .676
Houston
18 15 545
'Amason
19 16 .543
Vancouver
10 26 .263
Dam
6 31 162
2 33 067

GS
—
44
44
14
7
18
13

Peal( Division
29 6 764
28 9 757 1
22 12 647 5'4
19 16 543 9
17 21 447 124
9 29 237 20.4
7 27 206 204
Wednesday's Carnes
Toronto 109. LA Cr 101
Indiana 100, Deuce
Atlanta 108. Dallas 82
San Antonio 89. Washington 79
Mikvaukse 101. Goidien Suds 95
LA Laken 132, Denver 114
Sacramento 106. Orlando 96
Thursday's Gaines
Vancouver at Boston, 6 pm
L A CIppers at Nevi Jersey 630 p m
Chicago at Philadelphia, 630 pm
Charlotte at Detrod, 630 p.m
Mani at Seattle 9 p m
Fridays Games
Vancouver al Washrigton. 6 p m.
Sacramento at Indiana. 6 pm
San Antonio al Charlotte. 6 30 p m
Golan State at Atlanta, 630 Dm
Orlando at Phoenix, 7 p.m
Ainnesota at Houston, 730 pm
Chicago at lAWaukes, 8 pm
Cleveland a1 Denver, 8 p.m
Utah at Portland. 9 pm

Sable
LA takers
Phoenix
Portland
Sacramento
LA Clippers
Garton State

—
1
1•4
3.6
4
8
64
20
GB
—
—
5
5
154
19
22

.111,.1.1•••••••4•1,

411•0INV

Peppers Chevrolet-Toyota
Select Used Cars Iv Trucks
CARS
PROGRAM CARS

X2 Toyota Corolla DX's - 9.xxx miles
3 Chevrolet Luminas - 13-16,xxx miles

SEE THE

-Stock
5239, 5240
5242, 43, 44

OTHER PRE-OWNED CARS

1996 Chevrolet Beretta - very nice
1995 Chevrolet Lumnina - only 33,xxx miles
1995 Pontiac Grand Am SE - V-6, sedan. 28,xxx miles
1995 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LS 1995 Pontiac Bonneville - loaded
1995 Mercury Cougar XR7- loaded
1995 Oldsmobile Ciera - only 31.xxx Miles
1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - V-8, only 44,xxx miles
1994 Toyota Camry LE - power pkg., cassette
1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Sedan 1994 Chrysler Concorde - only 45,xxx miles, nice
1994 Lincoln Continental Signature Series 1993 Toyota Camry LE -power pkg , cassette
1993 Cadillac DeVille - low miles
1990 Buick LeSabre - low miles
*1989 Cadillac Se.ville - very, very clean
*1989 Ford Probe - only 39,xxx onginal miles

FOR TICKETS

fill EA
RACERS

oILLI

52153.
998753821
209
975161 .
982001
975032
980572
974581
981381
974111
981641
97667
5211
974391:
980082 .•
982762
982295 •

VANS

•Shaq...

•
980661 .
i
981171 .

1995 Chevrolet Astro Conversion 1994 Plymouth Grand Voyager LE - .eather
1994 Chevrolet Astro LT - dual PVC, 4 captains
1994 Dodge Grand Caravan LE 1993 Chevrolet G20 Raised Roof Conversion Van -

Rookie Danny Fortson led
Denver with 19 points.

YERS

500 South 4th, Murray

I

Sponsored By.

FROM PAGE 8

FROM PAGE 8
from the number of Laker shots
and dunks."
The Lakers were 47-of-82 from
the floor (57.3 percent) — many
from close range.
"Our defensive effort was
nonexistent tonight,". Nuggets
forward LaPhonso Ellis said.
O'Neal had 12 of his points in
the first quarter when the Lakers
went ahead for good, and 15 in a
24-10 run to start the second half
that put Los Angeles on top
93-67.
It was 103-78 entering the
fourth quarter, and the Nuggets
weren't closer than 16 points after that.
O'Neal, who sat out the fourth
quarter, has scored 136 points in
the last four games.
The win moved the Lakers
within one game of the Pacific
Division-leading Seattle SuperSonics, whose 29-8 record is the
NBA's best.
The Lakers played without
starting point guard Nick Van
Exel, who missed his first game
of the season due to a sore left
knee. Derek Fisher made his
fourth career start in Van Exel's
place and had six points and a
career-high 13 assists.. 0
Eddie Jones added 19 points
and Rick Fox had 15 for the
Lakers.
"All in all, we played a pretty
good three quarters, then just ended the game," Lakers coach Del
Harris said. "We had 40 assists
and shot 57 percent. When you
move the ball like that, you're
going to shoot a pretty high
percentage."
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

(502)753-6450

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Sala hams Cash 41 Carry
Good Thru 1/28/98

980992 •
982081
974811 .•

SPORT UTILITIES
1997 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4WD 1997 Toyota 4Runner SR51997 Toyota 4Runner SR5 4WD 1995 lsuzu Trooper Limited 4WD 1993 Chevrolet Blazer Tahoe 40 4WD 1993 lsuzu Trooper 1991 Ford Explorer XLT 4D - 4WD 1990 Jeep Wrangler -

980331

980981
982291
977311
980731
977231
981082
980591

-

TRUCKS
1997 Ford Ranger XLT - only 2,xxx miles
1997 Toyota T100 Xtra Cab SR5 - only 3,m miles
1996 Mazda B2300 SE - alloys. 23,xxx miles
1996 Chevrolet S10- LS - one owner. 20,xxx miles
1996 Chevrolet C2500 3/4 T.- 23.xxx miles
1996 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado - 24,xxx miles
1995 Chevrolet S10 XTD Cab LS - 27,xxx miles
1995 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT Laramie - 28,xxx miles
1995 Chevrolet S10 - V-6 A,T, 29,xxx miles
1995 Dodge Ram 1500- 22.xxx rn4es
1993 Ford F150 XLT - LWB -

978°34
13851
977041
981131
9824°
981611

976241
981972
L
962611
981071
973411

("Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.")

ips PPEi
- escr
1:27

CHEVROLET

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
CZ)Oldsmobile

• All vehicles listed subset-I to poor sale

13:11.7.7.1XgrrEll:rgrrrilar.C.0

1

(115 TOYOTA
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1QY
12.111,

TOAME CALL 753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3r0 Run.
Wi Ara semi Run Mil4 Day Period.)
$2 25 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adl
30c per word. $6.00 minimum
1st day.6c per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

Card of
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

010
020
025
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130

Yard Sale $150 PreP1Ziti
A $200!is* wutb required to make
any changes to ad oftor doodling,.

020

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays tor
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
kledocare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever

C

For free
Information call:

Pirsonais

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Utehouse 753-0700

START dating today! Have
fun playing the Kentucky
dating game For more incall
formation
1 -800-ROMANCE, ext.
7638.

HAVE beautiful nails for
only $20. Call for your appointment today at Shear
Lunacy, 753-2709.
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1 00 Buys mens, womans, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

AVON- I am here for all MEDICARE RECIPIENTS
your Avon needs. Whether are you using a NEBUyou are interested in buy- LIZER MACHINE? Stop
ing, selling or lust want to paying full price for Albertook through a book to see tuterol, Atrovent etc. Soluwhat Avon offers. give me a tions Medicare will pay for
call (502)436-6026. ask fore.them. We bill Medicare for
you and ship directly to your
Tanya indisIsirep
doctor MED-A-SAVE
A WONDERFUL FAMILY 1-800-538-9849.
experience. Scandinavian,
German, European, South NEW on 641 north: A proAmerican. Asian, Russian duce market formally
exchange students attend- Knots BBO. Fresh proing high school. Become a duce daily. (Introducing Of- -Masi family/AISE. Call fer: Present this ad & get
1- 800 -SIBLING. 10% off on produce.)
WWW SIBLING.ORG.
759-8053.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CARRER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremeN 1itlented
& successful in home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
Major benefits Company supplied pre-set appointments.
No credit refusals. Company training. Hours worked
days & evenings.

Call it you are serious
about a career & are wing IP work 11.1 TIRED OF INTERVIEWING people who only want to earn $300-1400 per week
and that don't want to wofk• Call between 11-4 Mon Sat

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-0580

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community
Ky Late Area's Best Kept Secret
55• res.:tents as special to us * Ammenakis of on sae supportive
* Beautiful new 2 Dedrcom garden services
home apartments
* Scheduled transportation
* Screened porches & capons * Grocery and beauty satin
aveilsb4e
* Computer learning center
* Acteroes & Wellness Program
Bonus early rentals receive 1st month's rerd complimentary. Conte
grow with us in a sate, secure, planned retirement community.
Open louse Daly 10-4
1127 101.9e Rd 160 Benton, KY 42025
Phone 3544605 • TDO 1403.247.2510

UglyPuck
Li
TA Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy_

NEW LOWER RATES AT
'1

1
Li

MOST AGES

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$1224
$14 12
$2064
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$12 48
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

•CASH*- Immediate $$ for
structured settlements and
deferred insurance claims.
J.G.Wentworth
1-888-231-5375.
060
Help
Warded
ACTION PLUMBING
HEATING & ELECTRICAL
needs licensed service personnel.
Call
1-800-829-6609.
a-DRIVERS/OWNER OPERATORS... Be your own
boss & choose your own
pay, percentage or mileage.95% no touch, liberal
transfer between divisions
& more! 888-2-JOIN BT.

Ii

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-455-4199

281
290
300

Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood

310
320
330
340

Musical

360

050

Fortune 100 Company
Expanding Dedicated
Fleet
Mayfield, Murray,
Fulton, KY
Union City, Paris,
Dyersburg, Milan,
Humboldt, TN area,
Cape Girardeau, MO
Drivers with minimum of
100,000 me T/T. CDL+H
with excellent work history
'Odometer Miles'Hm
weekly 'Excellent Benefit
Package 'Must run legal
Call TFE Inc. for details
800-238-3671 W-F (EOE)

DRIVER- Start up to 32c/
mile+ bonuses with USA
TRUCK! Late-model, assigned conventionals with
satellite communications.
10,000 mile/month average. Weekly pay.
800-237-4642. EOE. M/F/
HN.
DRIVER- Take home
more... be home more.
Roehl has a top 10 pay
package per The National
Survey of Driver Wages by
SignPost. Great home
time. 95% no touch Solo/
team,48./53' van or flatbed
Talk to our drivers.
1 - 800 - 4 6 7 - 6 3 4 5
www.roehl.net.

DRIVERS-ARCTIC EXPRESS an Ohio based
company is seeking
company/regional & OTR
tractor-trailer drivers_ New
1998 pay package. Must
have Class A CDL with/
hazmat. Call Dave or Lisa
at 800-927-0431. E0E.

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED- Proline is hiring
drivers in Kentucky. Earn
$600+ weekly + benefits.
15 day CDL training with
100% tuition reimbursement now available.
800-242-7364.

CLASSIFIED

which includes catering
preferred. Must be willing to
work odd hours with some
weekend work required.
Must be patron oriented
and courteous. Salary
$6.06 per hour. Apply at:
Department of Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd, Murray, KY
42071. An EEO, M/F/1:3,- AA
employer.

COMPANY DRIVERS &
Owner/Operators! Help us
celebrate our 20th Anniversary! Heartland Express invites you to share in our
success. To introduce 1998
we have: New Health, Dental & Ufe Insurane package. New tat day rider
program. New increases in
Owner/Operator pay. New
personalized Fleet management. new Freightliner
Century Class Conventionale 6 months OTR experience required Call now for
more information
1-800-441-4953
DENTAL Hygienist needed
for full time position. Must
be licensed. Send resume
to. Dr James B. Pickens,
706 Main St, Murray, KY.
DRIVER OTR top miles top
pay leader in miles for five
years running Covenant
Transport
1-800-441-4394. Experienced drivers and owner
operators 1-800-338-6428
graduate students. Bud
Meyer Refrigerated Truck
Line Solo drivers and contractors 1-888-667-3729.
DRIVER/OTR- Exp'd company drivers, owner operators, teams needed! Excellent pay, superior miles.
excellent home time Drivers with COL-A call TRL
1-888- TRL-DRIVE extension KYS. EOE.

Egyptian Collectors Association, Inc. Presents...

THE GREATER PADUCAH, KY

GUN

KN1E 5HOW

ag- JAN. 17-18
SATURDAY, 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
SUNDAY 9 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Eca Inc. The Midwest's Top Traders
Be there as they return with their great
displays of Knives - GunsCoins - Ammo- Reloading Suppliesand much more to BUY, SELL, AND
TRADE!

ecutive- Th111,
klverfrsat
PadacM, KY

-T

.v71

After Holiday
Cleaning
Mop,
Tr-cr ye/

fircrv4e

r
'f4
-ihr
, Total Cleaning Service
739-4222

1
1

15% OFF
Residential Only

• Bonded
• Carpet SE
(Pet
• Stripping St

Sr Insured
Upholstery
Odor)
Waxing Floors
• General Cleaning
Owner - Beverly DeVriei

502-759-4222 '1:11
1.41

•••••
,
•

•••••
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•

ADJUSTMENTS
MasterCard

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truckt
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion
of their ads tor any
or.
Murray todper & Times will
be responsiblefor only one
Incorrect insertion. Any erKW should be reported immediately so corrections
can be made.

UPGRA
P-200
mothertx
and tan
16MB 72
ory, $70.
$210. Ca
759-3251

WEEKLY
Completi
tern with
16MB m.
TV graph
D moden
20X CD I
15' nonmonitor.
759-3251

OFFICE HOURSMon.-Frt. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
Deadlines we 2 days
in advance!
•••••

060
Help
Wanted

DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states. Flat with/sides,
late model conventionals, 3
years experience. t.rt
.300-.330 mile + benèits
Call (800)444-6648.

DRIVERS OTR

Happy Birthday
365
For Sale or Lease 470
370..Commercial Property for Sale 480
380.
Pets & Supplies 485
390..... .........Livestock & Supplies 490
400
Yard Sale 495
410
Public Sale 500
420
Home Loans 510
430
Real Estate 520
435
Lake Property 530
440
Lots For Sale 550
450
Farms For Sale 560
460
Homes For Sale 570

060
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

DRIVERS-BAYLOR
TRUCKING. Starting pay
up to $.30/rnile. PerforBABYSITTER wanted on mance Bonus $.03/mile.
Tuesdays & Thursdays, Home weekly. Teams welMust have references & come. Owner Operatorsown transportation. Call 72% students welcome.
ELECTRONIC INSTALChristina 759-9158.
1-800-322-9567 extension
LATION TECHNICIAN.
BUSY office needs part- 214.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
time receptionist to answer DRIVERS:
EARN OF ELECTRONICS INphones & make appoint- $645.00/WEEK! No experi- CLUDING TELEPHONES,
ments. Computer experi- ence? No problem! C.D L. HOME THEATER, SECence preferred. Send re- Training provided- no con- URITY, AUDIO AND
sume to: PO Box 1040 C, tract required! Our Ken- VIDEO REQUIRED. CAMurray, KY 42071.
tucky terminals need trai- BUNG EXPERIENCE REBUSY physicians office nees now! Call today, get QUIRED. CALL FOR APneeds CMA 4 days per started tomorrow! POINTMENT
502-753-7587. MON
week. Send resume to: PO 1-800-616-5055.
Box 1040-C, Murray. KY DRIVERS... Owner Opera- THRUIFRI 10AM-4PM.
42071.
tors & Company driversFULL TIME POSITION for
b-DRIVERS. All you need. Arnold Transportation ofIndiana. Some overnight
The best equipment, pay, fers exc. pay to qualified
travel. Will work out of the
benefits and more. Drivers, Tractor/Trailer drivers with
Frankfort, KY office. Salary,
Class
A
CDL
Hazmat.
Call
students with or without
commission and benefits.
flatbed experience call Mel- 800-846-4321.
Newspaper and computer
ton now! 1-800-635-8669 DRIVERS- Sleep every
experinece helpful. Mail redepartment 1-M43.
night. Home every sume to: Ad Department,
CATERER at Murray State weekend. Sign-on bonus 101 Consumer Lane.
University. Part-time posi- for qualified new hires. Frankfort, KY 40601 or fax
to 502-875-2624.
tion (up to 32 hours per 1-800-828-8338.
week) with partial benefits
package. One year of experience in commercial
food preparation required;
two years experience

CHILDCARE staff needed,
40hrs, Mayfield- 247-4781
for appointment.

HALEY'S

In Memory
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent Or Lease

240
260
270
280

060

Notice

LEARN to invest like a professional without a broker.
Build your egg nest drip by
drip For the education you
need, send SASE to: Inseh-v,ceOC.3
vestment 101, 2342 University Station, Murray, KY
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's 42071
See & Sew 753-6981

50
55
60
65
70
75

195
200
210
220

02`.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

age
age
age
age
age
age

Thanks
140..
..
.
. Want To Buy
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Home Funushings
165........Antiques
170
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Lawn & Garden
190
Farm Equipment

$1999.0
MMX M
Compuk
3.2GB I.
fice 97
Digital

Nurses Aide
PRN work all
shifts as needed.
Not a full time
job. Prefer experience, but will
train caring individual who would
enjoy working
with the elderly.
Good working
conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
Call Glayda
Dood at Fern
Terrace Lodge.
753-7109. FOE.
HARDEE'S now hiring
cooks & cashiers. Please
apply at Hardee's, Chestnut St. EOE.
INEXPERIENCED! Free
CDL training. Pre-hired by
company. Guaranteed job
if qualified. Based out of
your area. $500-$700
weekly. Benefits package.
1-800-455-4682, then dial
200.
NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORD has a great opportunity for your driving future! Free Tractor Trailer
training, no contract, no
gimmicks. For more details
call 800-288-2447.
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION. It you are not satisfied with your current career, consider sales. We
are an established Kentucky corporation. We offer:
no cold calling: unlimited
earnings potential; stock
options; health benefits;
paid vacations; advancement opportunities. Call
Greg Zehn, 606-299-7656.
NORTHERN WHITE Cedar Log Home Distributors
wanted. Protected territory.
Selling/managing dealer
network. Potential six figure
income. Factory direct.
Free training. Factory rep.
Gene Cook 336-760-6480.

Nola
Wanted .
PART-time position available in law office. Approx.
25hrs/ week. Need responsible, mature individual
with reliable transportation.
Excellent telephone skills
required. Duties include filing, errands, and other related office procedures.
Please send resume and
references to: PO Box
1075, Murray, KY 42071.
SHIFT manager needed.
Sonic Drive-Inn of Murray is
now taking applications for
the position of Shift Manager. Prior restaurant management experience preferred. Must be abie to work
day, night & weekends. Pay
rate will be dependent upon
past management experience. Apply in person or
send resume to: Sonic
Drive-Inn, 217 So 12th St,
Murray, KY 42071. No
phone calls please.
SONIC Drive-Inn of Murray
is now taking applications
for fountains, cooks, & carhops for all shifts. Apply in
person before llam or after 2pm,at Sonic Drive-Inn,
217 So 12th St. No phone
calls please.
TRUCKERS- Be your own
boss. Established flatbed
company expanding into
Kentucky looking for quality
owner operators, great money, trailer leasing available. Call 1-888-470-5834
WAITRESS needed for afternoon shift. Must be willing to work weekends.
Apply in person at
Granny's, 1006 Chestnut
St, Murray.
WANTED: Cooks, dishwasher & bus person. Call
753-6149 or 759-2485 ask
for Tony.

PART-TIME
STORE CLERK

ANTIQUE
tales. C.
492-8646

CASH pa
shi
tols. Be
Goods,
Murray.

Paschall Truck Lines is seeking a parttime employee for its newly established
Company Store. Approximately 30-35
hours including Saturday, Sunday and
weekdays. Experience in retail sales
preferred. Past exposure to the trucking
industry is a plus, but not mandatory.
Position to begin immediately.
Send resume or letter of interest to:

WANTED
4-wheeler
436-2867.

Ti

Cel
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES,INC

George Stockton
PTL Human Resources
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

908-C

We are
employn
Ct

7
Retail Store Manager
Orscheln Farm and Home is an expanding retail
chain with an opening for a Store Manager in
Murray, Kentucky. Currently operating in seven
mid-western states. Orscheln has a strong 37 year
history of offering quality service and products.
We provide a competitive salary, benefits and
bonus programs. Candidates should have background in retail and bring with them a team-motivating management style. Send resume and salary
requirements to:

lmp

Ari
Why Wi
A Non
Al

Spiritua

(tiSAtligh*FARM & HOME
1401 E. Malone, Sikeston, MO 63801
Fax (573) 471-9419
Attn: Randy Hoffman
Area Manager

Nee
;.1

Forth
•

WA

WANTED: Full time skilled
laborer. Will train. Must
have valid driver's license.
Apply in person at Heritage
Monument Co, Hwy 641, 3
miles north of Murray.
759-1333.

2 mil
(act
•
With

070
Doensatis
& Childcare

PARKING BABYSITTING 0-2yrs
ENFORCEMENT/ COM- Murray area $10/day.
MUNICATIONS OPERA- 759-5631
TOR. Full-time position
with benefits. High school CALL Me- Mrs. V for your
graduate or equivalent re- house cleaning needs. Required and must be at least liable, courteous service!
twenty-one years of age. M-F, most weekends.
Must have one year previ- 436-5995.
ous work experience in the CLEANING houses is my
communications field or a business. Reliable. Call
position requiring similar Linda 759-9563.
duties and responsibilities.
College education may be HOME or OFFICE CLEANexchanged for a portion of ING! One time cleaning or
the experience require- done on a regular basis.
ment. Alertness, excellent Dependable with refermemory for oral and written ences. Free estimates! Call
directions and details, and 762-4769.
ability to make decisions
under pressure required. A STATE Certified home dayknowledge of university care just outside Murray.
layout, personnel, police Preschool, large safe play
communications equip- yard, loving environment
ment, alarm systems, and Provider certified in CPR &
computer terminals is pre- First Aid, excellent referferred. Responsibilities in- ences arid experience. Call
dude enforcing university Melinda 759-3176.
parking regulations, dis
patching police officers, fire WILL sit with elderly. $6 an
department, ambulances; hour. 10 yrs experience.
police communication re- Call 753-2637.
cord keeping, university in- WILL sit with elderly
formation; and other re- Monday- Thursday, day or
lated activities. Parking en- night. References
forcement hours will be 753-8893.
8am to 4pm weekdays. Dispatching will be as needed,
100
probably with short notice
Business
and on any shift. This perOPPerteratY
son will be required to work
holidays and fill vacancies RESTAURANT for sale or
during vacations, sickness, lease 753-8E156
etc. Training will be required on basic communi120
cation and LINK/ NCIC at
the Department of Criminal
C.oeSsitors
Justice Training at Richmond,Kentucky. One week $1399 00 PENTIUM
of basic communications 166MMX Multi-media 24x
and one week of LINK/ CD Computer, 16 MB Ram,
NCIC training is required. 2 5GB Harddrive, MS
Salary $7.11 per hour. Home Bundle Software and
Apply at: Human Resour- 15- Digital Monitor. See
ces, Sparks Hall, Murray Hawkins Research, 1304
State University, PO Box 9, Chestnut Street, Murray
Murray, KY 42071-0009. 753-7001
An EEO, M/F/D, AA
$1799.00 PENTIUM 200
employer
MMX Multi-media 24x CD
SALES- CEMETERY Be Computer, 32 MB Ram,
one of the highest paid in 3.2GB Harddrive, MS
America. Cal 1 lam-4pm, Home Bundle Software and
Mon-Sat. 753-2971
17" Digital Monitor.

The Gates Rubber Company -Charleston Division
is currently taking resumes for the position of
Application Engineer.This position requires a four
year college degree with emphasis in math,
physical sciences, graphics, mechanical engineering preferred and two years experience in related
field or equivalent (5-8 years engineering experience, preferable in reading and interpreting
blueprints and one year of drafting experience).
Work with technical specifications, especially
those utilizing a computer is required. Experience
in team driven manufacturing, Total Quality
Management and Kaizen is desirable.

Send resumes to P.O. Box
345, Charleston, MO, 63834
or FAX to 573-683-4794,
attention: Donna Leger.
GATES IS A EQUAL OPPORUNITY EMPLOYER

The Gates Rubber Company - Charleston
Division is currently taking resumes for the
position of Plant Controller. This position
requires a BS degree in Business Administration or Accounting. Thorough knowledge of
cost and general accounting procedures is
required and experience in rubber manufacturing and distribution systems is preferred.
Experience in team driven manufacturing,
Total Quality Management and Kaizen is
desirable.

Send resumes to:
P.O. Box-345,
Charleston, MO, 63834 or
FAX to 573-683-4794,
attention: Donna Leger
GATES IS A EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

5(
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

120

150

$199900 PENTIUM 233
MMX Multi media 24x CD
Computer 64 MB Ram,
3 2GB Harddrive MS Of
fice 97 Software and 17'
Digital Monitor 753-7001
UPGRADE SPECIAL
P200 MHZ CPU and
motherboard with heat sink
and fan for $289 installed
16MB 72 Penn EDO memory, $70 2 OGB hard drive
1210 Call Cyber Elite at
759-3251
WEEKLY SPECIAL $1299
Complete P-200 MHZ sys
tem with 2 5GB hard drive
16MB memory, 2MB PC2
TV graphics card. 33 6 F/V/
D modem, 3D sound card,
20X CD ROM, 1 44 floppy,
15 non-interlaced SVGA
monitor Call Cyber Elite at
759-3251

100LB LP Cylinders for
sale LP GAS REFILLS
Lowest prices in town B&B
Brokers, 701 So 12th
753-4389
15HP Craftsman lawnmower, 42' cut with twin
bagger, & Craftsman
Lawnsweep with de thatcher, $300 19" Zenith
color tv. $50 Exercise bike,
$25 Call 753-7083 ask for
Carlie
ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train. & veil Laced
wapearls size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4 00

FIREWOOD $35 rick delivered 1988 T- Bird, kingsize
waterbed 435-4460

LARGE IGUANA (approximately 3 years old) Food,
custom built cage (39" wide
51/I'tall and 3111 deep)
and miscellaneous supplies, will sell separate Call
(502)227 4963

PIANO For Sale Wanted
responsible party to take on
small monthly payments on
console piano Must have
good credit See locally
Call 800-635-7611

MINK coat, full length, full
pelts, like new $2500
753-5950

QUEEN waterbed, $45
obo 10,000 BTU GE window unit aic $250 obo
759-5856
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

Miscellaneous
A
BEAUTIFUL
CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned Wedding,
Smoky Mountains near
Gatlinburg, overlooking
river, horse-drawn carriage. cabins, Jacuzzi, ordained ministers No test/
waiting
Heartland
1-800-448-8697 (VOWS)
A BEAUTIFUL chapel
wedding- in the Smoky
Mountains Gatlinburg's
Labe Log Chapel Charming, romantic Borders nabonal park A dream wedding to fit your budget
1-800-554-1451 SCP

FOR SALE Like new baby
bouncer seat (used 2
months), folding stroller
Call 492-8566 after 4pm

a A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL/
SWIMMING POOL Distributor must sell entire inven- CHURCH Christian Wedding Gatiinburg s original
tory of new leftover 1997
(since 1980) Photography,
huge
19'X31'
OD,
family
CASH paid for good used
music flowers, limos la
sized pools with sundeck,
rifles shotguns, and pis
FOR SALE Retired Ty
cuzzi suites, fireplaces
fence
&
filter
only
$8881150 Love
tols Benson Sporting
Beanie Babies' Spot CubWalk Brick Rev Ed
Goods, 519 S 12th. bee, Spook & Seamore Call down financing' Installation Taylor 1-800-346-2779
arranged'
Call
Murray
492-8566 after 4pm
httpl/www gatlinburgchap
1(800)759-6058 ask for
els corn
WANTED riding mowers & JASON spa (5 person), Chris'
4-wheelers that need work
$950 Washer & dryer,
'GET MARRIED"- SMOKY
TV Beanie Princess
436-2867
$150 753-6709
MOUNTAINS, areas most
Diana Bear Sell to highest
beautiful chapels, elegant
bidder Call 436-5080,
white & cedar mountain top
leave name, number & bid
chapel, church ministers
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- complete arrangements
Tan at home Buy direct honeymoon & family at
Temporary Staffing Service
No
and save! Commercial/ bins
tests
1 800 - 8 9 3 7 2 7 4
Home units from $19900
http/iwww smokymtnmall
Low monthly payments
0AAAAA
Free color catalog Call to- corn/mall/
L
smokeywed html
day 1-800-842-1310
Is NOW OPEN
WEDDING BELLS IN THE
at our new location:
1fin
SMOKIES A unique wed908-C S. 12th St., Bel-Air Shopping Center
Horne
ding chapel offering everybeside The Murray Insurance Agency
Furnishings
thing for less Special offer
We are accepting applications for various types of
5PC waterbed bedroom ceremony, pictures, video
employment including. industrial, clerical and fork lift
flowers- $110 Give us a
suite 3yrs old Cal
Call or come by and experience
call 1-800-922 2052
753-5815
The Hamilton-Ryker difference.
759-0650
270
165
Mobile
Homes For Sale
Antigun
ANTIQUES piece or estates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418

OHAMILTON-FIYKER
c

••

Impact Praise and Worship Center
Pastors Mochael 4

ar,ffe Rchardson

Are You Hurting? Feel Like No One Cares?
Why Were You Born? What Is Your Purpose In Life?
We Can Help;
A Non-Denominational Church that Feels Like a Family!
A Church lor the Young and Ole Young at 1-Seani

Sunday;
Spiritual Training classes for all ages 900 a m
Celebration Service 10 00 a m
Wednesdavi
Bible Study for all ages 700 p m
1124 Old Lynn Grove Rood, I 5 eillee west on Hwy. 94

Turn toght cello Lynn Gror• Row), go I mlii and look 10( the ergn on
the nghL For More Inlormebon Cell (502) 7%5107 or SO2() 415-4503

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to..

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

ANTIQUE children's schoo
desks, excellent condition,
assorted sizes 435-4092

SCOTT
ANTIQUE 1984 BYCCANEER 14X80
MARKET 1,200 exhibitors 3br, 2 baths, appliances
booths, January 24 &Janu- central heat & air, new carary 25 Monthly- November pet & underpinning Extra
thru June, Ohio Expo nice 753-9866
Center- Columbus, Ohio
1996 CLAYTON 14X70
1-71, exit 17th Avenue,
21x, 2 bath, appliances, ia(614)569-4112
cuzzi, c/a, nice $12,900
Call 753-7975

Will Burn The Fat
While You Sleep

320

Homo For Rom
Mc".

I

2BR, lease, deposit & refer
ence,s 492 8526
2BR trailer No pets References needed
Call
753-9866

Houma
For Rent

KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Westley Village 1br
apartment utilities in
ducted rent based on in
come 62 & older, or handi
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354 8888

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

753-5585

FOR Sale 3br doublewide,
vinyl siding, tilt windows,
screened porch, central
heat & air, enclosed add 4
lots, well & septic Carport,
utility shed, stove, refrigerator Close to lake,
$29,500 4-89-2145
NEW shop (wired & electric
garage door opener), mobile home & 14 acre
$24,000
obo
502-345-2967

BP
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
COURT Square office
space, $95/mo Utilities included. Contact Greg
McNutt, 753-4451.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
12X65 2br, $260/mo Deposit
References
753-6012

All Size Units
Available

753-3853

UPPER duplex 2br w/stove
& refrig, washer & dryer
hookup, short distance to
lake. No pets, lease & deposit required Available
immediatery. 436-2305.
VERY nice 2br, 1Yi baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit No pets
753-2905, 753-7536
VERY nice ltx available
Jan 1st No pets. 641 south
492-8634

Apartments
For Rent

3000LB Hyster forklift
153in lift, good condition
$2650 obo 759-1058

* SPECIAL DEAL *

1BR, appliances furnished
$250/mo includes water
Deposit & lease required
1303 Chestnut 759-4696

Announcing That

Eastside Boat & Mini Storage
now has all new metal buildings ready for use. Sign
a 6 month lease and get 1 month FREE. Special
rates available on our large 11' x 30' unrts and 5' x
10' units
Conveniently located on your way to the lake.
(Next to Cherokee Trading Post)

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
POWER-RIDER exercise
machine, like new, $125
obo Call 753-8197, after
5pm

3BR 1/, baths, gas heat
attached garage, $500/mo
753-7309 days 575-0961
evenings
3BR, 1 bath at 1006 Olive
Gas heat, $465 plus deposit No pets References
required Available Jan 15
762 4483 8 to 4 345 2748
after 5
3BR brick, central h/a
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, gas heat, $315mo
plus deposit 753-9826
FOR Rent or For Sale
2-3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
central h/a, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher. Close to
town Rent $500/mo or For
Sale $60,000 753-0838
NEW 2br, 2 bath Call between
7 a m 9pm
753-8343
NEWLY remodeled 2br,
brick, double carport, all
appliances furnished, gas
heat, 1 mile from campus
$500/mo, $500 deposit No
pets 753-8944 after 5pm

i

FIREWOOD delivered
stacked 489-2287
FIREWOOD, $40/rick Delivered & stacked
753-6747
220

Of,
Are You Looking For Security? 01
0

Are you in need of a place to store your
valuables? There's no need to look any
0 further - we have what you need!

502-753-1132

CONSOLE/ Spinet piano
or sale Take on smal
payments See locally
1-800-343-6494

01

0
0
01 KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 0
0 1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 42071
0
753-5
0

lAuskal

1BR furnished apartment
Utilities included $325/mo
Deposit required
435-4236

ssai

Security Gate • Low Rates
Call Today At

562

0

1BR, new stove & refrigerator, w/d, $270 1 or 2br
furnished, $255 Deposit,
no pets, downtown Water
furnished. 753-4937 8-5,
M-F.

YOUR
1\F.: 1\\* a
4)

-

\,,v:.'

DIRECTORY
Keep the phone numbers you need at your fingertips wherever
you go. Clip and save tnis handy phone list and keep it in your
car, your office-wherever you use your cellular phone!

2BR duplex, 1 .4 bath, all
appliances 1551-B, Martin
Heights, $500/mo plus deposit 753-5344
2BR duplex in Northwood
$375/mo
No pets
759-4406
2BR partially furnished
some utilities paid
767-9037

Murray Police Dept.
Murray Fire Dept.
MSU Public Safety

753-1621
911
762-2222

Coldwell Banker
414 So 12th St

753-1651

McClard's Towing
207 S 7th St

753-9132

Sharon "Beach" Crouch
DiE3/A Appraisals One
1407 Crystal Brook Ln

759-5708

Flower Basket
609/2 S 4th St

753-9514

121 Park "N" Sell
121 By-Pass

753-3985

Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

753-1916

Appliance Repair Service
403 Maple St

767-9552

Cal. Co. Sheriff
753-3151
Cal, Co. Fire & Rescue
753-6952
KSP
800-222-5555

3BR 1 bath duplex rip
pliances furnished carport
Available immediately
759-2174, after 5pm

SPONSORS
APARTMENT for rent. Cy
press Community
$450/mo Furnished & Ubli
ties included 436-5099
BRAND NEW DUPLEX
22r, gas heat, m Cambndge
Subdivision No pets
$500/mo Lease required
Cell 753-8823
EXTRA nice ibr ¶ blue,
central hie, al appkermes
included, $375/mo, lyr
tease, I month deposit No
pats Call 753-2905 or
753-7536

CHINESE Shar pei AKC
registered black male
8wks old, shots wormed
Good blood lines $450
247-5774
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436 2858
LARGE kennell 10.X10',
new condition $119
759-5655
LIQUID WORMERS are
not created alike All new
Happy Jack Liqui Vict delivers active ingredients
with the latest technology
At farm feed & hardware
stores
(Visit
WWW HAPPYJACKINC C
OM)

PURYEAR lb', lease deposit, references
492-8526

PURE bred Simmental
yearlings bulls & heifers
Call after 6pm 436-2181

3613
Storage
Rentals
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

UNiTY Hybrid Seed Corn,
$48. Single Cross 80.000
kernel bag sold at SAM S
Club or buy direct For more
info call 1 800 338 4558
420
Horne
Loans

ATTN Homeowners Bor
row $25.000-$100,000
Too many bills'? Pay off
high interest credit cards
Home Improvements
Apply by phone/ 24hr Ap
NORTHWOOD storage proval No Equity Capital
presently has units avail- Call Platinum Capital
able. 753-2905 or (800)623-5363/ Open 7
753-7636
Days
C-STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

mb Brothers

Tree Service

LICENSED & INSURED

SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE
753-9898
SLEEPING Room Reasonable price 759-4826

Fr.. Emmaus
24 Hr Serwee
thidied Tr-women
Tree Spraymkg
Tree A Sump
Rermowel

Tree Tmftftmg
C!maw Servw
Full Lo., of
Equqomeil
Quaid% Aert, e

CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS
1-2BR cottage on flower
arm Brand new, furnished. yard, water & storage Private road, no pets,
$375/mo, $400 deposit
753-2993
1BR. 1 bath, city sewer, city
water, in Hardin $275/mo
Available now 437-4,465
1BR Hwy 280 Deposit,
lease $300/mo 436-2506

2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray Lease & deposit
required Equal Housing
Opportunity, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109

PERSONAL NUMBERS

EMERGENCY NUMBERS

Rooms
For Rent

2BR, 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475/mo, lyr lease, 1
month deposit No pets,
753-2906 or 753-7536

2BR duplex, central h/a
with washer & dryer, car
port No pets 436-5960

AKITA puppies AKC shots
& wormed
$300
(502)382 2331

LARGE round rolls good
grass hay Call 492 8790

330

2BR house, garage
electric heat, $250/mo, plus
deposit references No
pets 492-6159

2BR duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898

2 FREE loveable kittens
Call 436 2518

502-4.36-57414
4
X-S00-5413-5.243.2

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109

2BR, 1 bath duplex,
$375/mo, $375 deposit
435-4003

3600SO ft professional of
lice building for sale or
lease located at 304 Maple
Street Murray KY 42071
Shown by appointment
only 502-753-1737

NICE 3br, refurbished,
appliances, washer &
dryer, gas heat $500 a
month plus deposit Phone
753-7920

VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex Appliances with
washer 1 dryer furnished
Central h/a Extra storage
space $550/mo limo deposit lyr lease No pets
Call 763-2906 or 753-7536

1BR Diuguel Dr, new Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898

Call 753-8848 or 753-1778

c,%sssu
=
lforrnatIon

Firewood

1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

For SW*
Or Lease

2 OR 3br, $425/mo plus
deposit Gas heat being
installed Stove refrigera
tor furnished No pets
753-8981

320

Local Distributor:

‘,1

340

Apartments
For Rent

FOR Sale or Rent 2br,
14X60, central h/a, private
lot close to lake Pets ok
LARGE lbrapt 17, blocks
1994 SOUTHERN Life Front proch deck $340imo
from campus Available imor 17800 obo 354-9907
Style 16X70 Bank Repo
mediately $250/mo +$250
2br, 2 bath central air con- NICE 14X70 2br, 2 bath deposit
Call 753-4249
dition, clean home, $500 located in small mobile
down payment with pay- home park with concrete MURRAY
MANOR
ments approx $228 per drive & sidewalks & large APARTMENTS • Make it
month Keith Baker Homes, front deck, 5 miles south of your home' Great 1 or 2br
Pans TN 1-800-533-3568 Murray $350/mo includes apartments with great
or 644-0012
water & trash pick up De- price, central h/a, laundry
facilities Office hours
posit & lease required
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri.
1996 SOUTHERN Hospi- 492-8488
(502)753-8668, Equal
tality 28X68 doublewide
RENT to own 14X80, 2br, Housing Opportunity
Bank Repo 3br, 2 bath,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
central air condition, vinyl
Pork
Coleman RE, NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
siding with shingle roof
3-4br house w/washer &
763-9898
Beautiful home Down paydryer, furnished, near
ment approx $2,000 with
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
300
payments starting at $199
St 753-1252 before 5pm
Business
per month (Call for details)
753-0606 after 5pm
Rentals
Keith Baker Homes, Paris,
NICE 2br, 1 bath apartTN 1 800 533 3568 or
ment, all appliances Great
644-0012
location Call Mur Cal Re2BR 753-9866
alty 753-4444
2BR trailer, appliances plus
NICE 2br duplex with carwasher/ dryer, storage
port, gas heat & apbuildings $275/mo plus de
pliances Deposit Lease
posit 436-5697
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
$450/mo 753-7457
ARE you expecting an in14X22 OFFICE plus storcome tax refund? Volun- age space 4 miles north of NICE studio apt 1 block
teer will prepare your tax
Murray
from MSU $275/mo Water
$200 imo
refund for you if you want to (901)668-4065
included 753-7397
apply it as a downpayment
on your dream home' Stop 4 CAR shop with air com- NOW available lbr apartment, furnished and paid
by today and take advan- pressor 753-4509
tage of this winter special COMMERCIAL suite of of- utilities Lease and deposit
and save Big Bucks on your fices for rent Located at 6th required Near downtown
No pets 436-2755
dream home Volunteer & Main, National Hotel
Homes, Hwy 79, Pans, TN
Lease terms negotiable
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bed901-642-4466
Low Call 753-0757 for further room apartments Mur-Cal
monthly payments' Easy information
Apartments, 902 NorthCredit Approval'
wood Dr. Murray, KY
759-4984 Equal Housing
DOUBLEWIDE for Sale or
EASTSIDE
Opportunity
Rent 753-8893

Heavy
Equipment

210

CALORAD

12X40 COMMODORE 2br
stove & air $2000 obo Cal
753-7975

I

1993 SOUTHERN 16X80
Bank Fiepo- 3br, 2 bath,
central air condition, new
carpet Nice home $500
down payment with
monthly payments approx
$200 per month Keith
Baker Homes, Paris, TN
1-800-533-3568

240

LEER topper for Dodge Dakota short wheel base
truck 474-8340

240

Mobile
NORMS For Sale

Musical

QUEEN size sleeper sofa &
matching chair, 2 end
tables & coffee table, cabinet style sewing machine
753-3593

CLEARANCE- High quality
Cedar birdhouses & feeders, bat & butterfly boxes,
squirrel feeders & more All
stock must go All prices as
marked 206 E Poplar

270

220

Articles
For Saki

Computers
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2BR near MSU No pets
$325/mo Security deposit
753-1059
2BR wistove & refrig,
washer & dryer hookup,
short distance to lake
Lease & deposit required,
no pets Available immech
ately 436-2305

•Refinish
'Repairs
•Insured
•Installation 'Border Inlays
NWFA Certified

Special

$4.90 sq. ft. #1 Corn.
Red Oak Flooring. (Complete Job)
Scott (lark

502-759-5280 Murray, KY

GENNsoLD

RETREAT to KY LAKE
This rustic cedar home located 5 minutes from KY
Lake features 4 br, 2 bath, 2 car garage, fireplace,
hardwood floors, tilt-in triple pane windows, bay
window, large deck, all situated on 1 1/2 acre tree
covered lot. Priced in the 90's. Will consider trade.
Call 436-5499 - No Realtors Please.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, January 17, 1998 • 10 a.m.
At 621-B South 3rd St., Murray, Ky.
A local contractor is spring cleaning. Will sell a large lot of new and used
building material and dump trucks.
Nice 17' boat - one 1997 Tiger Shark sports boat still under warranty - 1995
Polaris 750 sports boat, low hours - 1977 Chevy dump truck - 1980
Chevy
tandem &imp truck. 1985 Chevy truck with box on it with hyd. tailgate,truck
tool box- nice 1987 Bay Liner 17' boat with a 4 cylinder Ford Ranger in-board
motor- 150,000 B.T.U. propane heater -high pressure washer- new part boxes
of nails - new & used doors & windows - new & used cabinets & cabinet
hardware -new vinyl siding - new bags of floor joint filler. nice shower stalls.
new louvered window shutters. plumbing & electrical parts.2 drafting tables
- metal cabinets -tub enclosures • odd chairs - foam insulation pieces' roofing
shingles -table - vanity tops. fireplace mantel - 4'x8' lattice pieces - bath tubs.
ceramic tile - pool table - step ladders - other ladders. This is only a partial
listing, so be sure and come to this auction. There will be some lumber and a
few antique pieces.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information and
your
auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01261 Firm 2333
'My Serrice Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
Watch forth,ad ofa tine real estate & personal property auction
Feb.
7 at 1606 Locust Dr.. Murray. Ky.

-•••
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CASH
FOR
HOMEOWNERS- Credit
problems understood. Consolidate bills, home improvemente, payoff land
contracts. Bad credit OK.A
direct Kentucky lender- not
a broker. No application
fees. 5 day closings. We
come to your home.
1-888-244-9908.
HOMEOWNERS! Debt
Consolidation! Borrow
$25,000-$100,000. Too
many bills? Home improvemenu. Apply by phone/
24-hour approval No
equity required. Platinum
Capital.
1-800-523-5363/Open 7
days.

Reel
Estate

BY OWNER. Well maintained home in Sherwood
Forest, SW school district.
Quiet neighborhood, nice
yard. 3br, 2 ablh, 2 car
garage. Priced in mid
$80'5. 753-3057

5,10

530

Used
Cos

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

PRICE Reduced! 1993
4DR Toyota Corolla, burgundy, 54xxx miles, cruise,
driver's side air bag, new
tires Call 759-4418.

BRAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal, dead limbs,
trimminp. 759-5353, leave
message

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hie 436-2113

PORSCHE 944, gold,
drives excellent, $2900
COUNTRY Frame- 3br. 1.5 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Lestory on 21 acres. Price gency, runs excellent,
now under $74,000 Call $2900 767-9774
Barbara
Barnett,
(502)753-1492 or
495
(502)753-0443 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Vans
64000706
1991 CARAVAN, V-6, auto,
FOR Sale or Trade: 2 story cassette, new paint & fires,
log home,3yrs old, 3800 sq 100+1<, $5,000 obo.
ft, 13 acres fenced with 502-753-8093
pond, 30'X60' shop,
120'X50' barn, 24'X36' 1995 DODGE Grand Carabarn, 18'X36' barn, 24'X40' van SE, excellent condiequipment shed. Phone bon. 435-4092.
753-7687.

TALL LEE'S on the carper Leis Carpet Cleaning serving Murray for over
25yrs Free estimates' Free
deodorizer! Satisfaction
guaranteed' Give Lee's a
call for all your carpet &
upholstery needs,
753-5827 all major credit
cards accepted
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs Any room up to
300sf only $30.00. Murray
Carpet& Upholstery Cleaning. 7534300 anytime
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up. Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep chimney cleaning
service, 10% senior discounts 435-4006

CONSTRUCTION II
REPAIR- Free estimates.
Remodeling,fencing, decking, roofing & electrical.
489-2832
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.

DAVID'S Cleaning SerCOLSON Home Repairs_ vices. 'Cleaning* vinyl sidAdditions, garages, decks, ing, homes, mobile homes,
remodeling, vinyl siding
boats, brick driveways,
20yrs experience
parking lots, all exterior
753-5592
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely MoCUSTOM BUILT wooden bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
decks, fencing, pole barns, Cellular 502-853-1108
sheds,carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent work- ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC. New construcmanship Affordable rates
tion. rewiring, mobile home
753-7860
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair. Call anytime. Murray, 762-0001,
cell* 519-1592.

The Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives In Frankfort held
a kickoff celebration for the new EMPOWER Kentucky demonstration
project,
"Internet Access In Public Libraries." A delegation from Paducah
Public
Library was on hand to celebrate the beginning of the demonstration
project:
(left to right) Ron Bingham, chief project manager for EMPOWER
Kentucky;
Nancy Reed,Paducah Public Library information services manager;
James A.
Nelson,state librarian and KDLA commissioner; Marie Liang, Paducah
Public
Library director; Ken Batcher, Paducah Public Library board trustee;
Crit
Lualien, secretary of Governor's executive cabinet; and Roy
Peterson,
secretary of Education, Arts & Humanities Cabinet.

LET'S Make A Deal!
What?!
Mid $70'5! Almost
APPRAISALS ONE of KY,
new! City, 3br, 2 baths. Call
Sharon Beach-Crouch,
owner/ certified appraiser. Barbara, 753-1492. Cen- 1976 FORD 2 ton grain
EMERGENCY Water Retury 21 Loretta Jobs Real- truck with dump bed, pis,
759-5708.
moval. Carpet wrinkle repit), good tires, runs good,
tors. *4000598
moval. Lee's Carpet Cleanlooks good. 70,XXX actual
FREE
COLOR
NEW 3br brick, 2 baths, miles. $4000.
ing 753-5827 24hrs.
By qualified installers.
Call
BROCHURE- Incredible
lake lot bargains in the natural gas h/a, double gar- 345-2501.
HANDYMAN Service
We install carpet, vinyl, tile, hardage & driveway. North Villa
Great Smoky Mountains of
Nick's Handy Hands. All
1982 FORD F-150 4X4,
Subdivision,
Metcalf
Lot
#5,
wood & laminated floors.
East Tennessee_ From
types of home repair &
Ln.,3 miles north of Murray. 20,XXX miles on new mo$19,900. Ask about offmaintenance. No job's too
tor. $2400. 502-382-2844.
Residential or Commercial
season special& Call now 437-4783, 753-8237.
small. 767-0728.
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
800-861-5253, ext. 6102.
family member is loving in his apNEW custom built 3br, 2 1986 GMC 1 ton w/ublity
HARDWOOD FLOOR inbed, $3,000. 753-7925
bathroom
home
opwith
proach. You coming from a secure
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
stallation and finishing.
tional 1400 sq ft of living leave message
place.
HAPPY
Tonight: Take a night off.
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday,
Jan.
Haley, state certified.
• 10
Custom design. Affordable
• 4*
12• 4*
4*
space upstairs, natural gas, 1987 INTERNATIONA
16, 1998:
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
759-4218.
L
rates.
753-7860.
2 car garage with wide 9370,
Don't be afraid to venture out into ***** Aim for what you want. A
400 Cornmins, 9sp,
KOPPERUD Realty has driveway. Located in North air ride,
J&R Builders. Quality new mental, physical or
big sleeper, 80%
emotional money issue throws cold water on
buyers waiting to purchase Villa Subdivision, Lot #2, rubber, good condition. Call
homes for affordable territory.
;
Your
you,but you rebound fast. Your abilsense
of
compassion
homes-all price ranges. If Metcalf Lane. McDaniel 901-247-5524, if no answer
I
prices. 767-0731 or
increases,
as
you
ity
to please allows more mobility
gather
new
inMI,
you are thinking of selling- Construction. leave message.
832-1854, ask for Jason or
sights and understanding. Others and possibilities. Your gentleness
contact one of our courte- (502)436-2766.
Renee
1989 JEEP Commanche
are drawn to your soft ways and comes out in a conversation. Friends
ous and professional
LAKE shore brush clear- caring style. You are in
agents at 753-1222 or stop PRICE REDUCED! Can- $1750 1977 Ford pickup,
the process surround you, and you naturally
terbury, 1523 Beckett Dr. good work truck $800
ing. 753-6226. 753-4168
Repair of water damaged floors,
by office at 711 Main St.
of
making
big
internal
changes.
If flow. Tonight: Make dinner plans.
Approximately 2600sq ft 436-2417
moisture barriers, braces under houses
LAMB Brother Home Im- you are single, romances are likely, SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
plus
2
garage.
car
LAND near Almo,$1100.00
provements, remodeling, but you will need to browse the"mar- *** Pressure is high to perform,
and insulation.
acre. Price has been low- $139,900. 759-4801 or 1991 CHEVROLET S-10,
additions,
roofing, siding, ket" and make strong choices that and others are
81,XXX
miles,
sport
753-1152
work.
counting on you.
ered, will not go any lower.
-Plumbing Repairs -Free Estimates
free estimates. 436-2269. benefit you. If
wheels, excellent condiattached, your rela- Money and affection tie together.
30-70 acres. Call PRICE REDUCED
David Gallimore
TO tion 502-382-2849.
LAMB Brothers Moving tionship grows, reflecting your new This can be a positive interchange,
436-5099.
SELL!
GREAT
901-247-5422
.
Contractors cross country depth and sensitivity. VIRGO en- one that builds your security and
1991
FORD
F250,
super
g;:;:!:;:;:;:;:::
LOCATION804
:
•
;
:
:
-'
S.
-'
2
16th
:
-*
:
."
-":-•:-'
St.
YOUR DREAM COME
0:-.4-:-:-*
P u ryear, TN
or local Licensed & In- joys chatting with you.
•.-:-:-:-:-:•:-:-:
well-being. Be as generous with othTRUE!!! Wyoming ranch 105X250 beautiful wooded cab, camper, 92,XXX
sured
Luke Lamb
ers as they are with you. Tonight:In
land. The Cowboy State lot. 2,850 sq ft (with possi- miles, heavy duty towing.
502-436-5950
The Stars Show the Kind of Day the limelight.
River access. Private lake, bilities for more). Bonus $8500. 436-2102.
room
upwalk-in
40X12
Interest
are
building
costs
down
rates
low,
are
80 acres, $29,900. $500
MICHAEL'S Transmission You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive; CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
MOVING Must Sell! 1984
& spring is near. Now is a good time to think about
down. $300/month. Owner attic. 3br, 2'h bath, 6 Ford F250.6.9 diesel, autocomplete overhaul on late 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
*****Your more gentle and buoybuilding.
financing. Call Bob closets, 10 rooms, central matic, tilt, crusie, air, excelmodel, domestic, overdrive
ant side emerges and tends to draw
H/AC, LR, Dine, den- lent truck.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
1-800-526-3284.
transmissions. ASE Certi- ARIES
$1800 obo.
(March 21-April 19)
building contractor. With blueprints & specificakitchen combo with ap- 753-9414,
in what you want. Reach out for
fied in automatic & manual
leave message.
*** You have a strong reaction to others,and spread your good humor
tions we can give you a contract price before we
pliances, fireplace, drapes,
drive transmissions Call
435
a change in plans.Instead ofoverre- and news. Pressure is intense; you
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
shutters, utility with cabs,
753-0152.
Lake
530
basis.
sun-room, patio & 2 car
acting,plunge into work and concen- need to clear up some hard feelings.
PfolmlftY
Services
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
attached garage. Call
trate on the tasks at hand. Work Count on doing it well. Tonight:
Offered
PAINTING interior- exter28R at Kentucky Lake with 759-0700.
work. Large or small.
through distress,and you'll get a lot Where the music is.
ior, winter rates. Free estideeded lake access, fire3-D
DOZING,
backhoe
done. You'll want to accept an invi- AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
RANCH
3br,
2
baths, cenmates.
437-3879
place, attached garage.
tation that comes from a higher-up. *** Close relating has its rewards.
tral h/a, professionally land- septic, & gravel hauling
$41,900. (502)436-5927.
PLUMBING repairs, fast Tonight: Work out at the gym.
scaped, min. from down- Driveways, foundations
Budd:rig Contractors, Inc.
Express your feelings,and get down
502-437-4969.
service. 436-5255.
3STORY A-FRAME(within town, appraised at
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
to the nitty-gritty when dealing with
753-8343
(502)
walking distance) of Ken- $81,000. Must sell_
SAVE all your Computer ***** Creativity and energy are others. You will be heard. Discuss
Al Al A TREE SERVICE.
tucky Lake. 2/34-edropm, 1 $69,000. 753-9302.
information on one cd to high. The pressure from a partner to
stump removal, tree spraysomething that might have recently
bath, apprx '1:1900icj- ft,
prevent loss. Only $75. Call deal with a financing problem is
ing, leaf raking, hedge trimREDUCED
Again!!
Only
disappointed you. Clearing the air
24x30 detached 2 cat garJustin at 759-8662.
1617
$96,521! Call Barbara ming, landscaping, mulch
intense. You can no longer sweep allows new beginnings. Tonight: Be
age, 24x32 carport, 8x10
In
Now!3br, 2 baths, 2,000 sq hauling & mulch spreading,
11-5:30
SAVE $$$ winter & sum- this under the rug! Your softness with your best friend.
shed, all on apprx 1 acre of
ii
Sunday
ft Century 21 Loretta Jobs gutter cleaning Licensed &
r
mer with energy officient comes out, when talking to a special PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
ground. 3 Decks with view
753.3Y/CS
11-2
Realtors (502)753-1492 or insured, Full line of equipwindows from STOCK- friend who is at a distance. Tonight:
of lake 2 Lake accesses(1
**** Deferring to others is great
f:rii,,‘ our / xpunderi Menu
(502)753-0443 #4000619 ment. Free estimates Tim
Atrit•
WELL'S. Call now for.a Let caring flow.
private, 1 public) nearby
Lamb
436-5744,
but could backfire in a professional
Apprx 14 miles East of MurFREE estimate. 753-6585
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Hickory Smoked
1-800-548-5262.
Charbroiled
matter. You need to take a stand
ray $95,000. Serious in**** A partner upsets your apple without getting stubborn.If you look
port Utility
quiries only. Shown by apChicken
A-1 Tree professionals.
BBQ
STOCKWELL
Mainte- cart, and you are tossed out of kilter
Vehicles
pointment. Call 474-8704
at a friendship, you get a sense of
Stump removal, tree sprayBurgers
nanceFREE Home Sys- in turn.You mightbe
Ribs
surprised when direction. You find that you blaze a
after 5pm, or leave 1986 BRONCO XLT, black ing, serving Murray, Callotems. Metal roofs, vinyl sidanother rushes in to help take away successful trail, and get what you
message.
w/maroon interior $5600 way County since 1980.
?,1$0 Pond Raised
Chicken
ing, windows CALL NOW,
Free estimates 437-3044
pressure. Discuss a money venture want.Tonight: With favorite people.
753-6709
753-6585
Catfish
DOUBLE lot with new sepMutton
or 492-8737.
with a trusted expert, who can give
tic system, ready for home 1991 FORD Explorer XLT,
SUREWAY Tree & Stump you the feedback you need.
Daily Lunch Specials 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Tonight: BORN TODAY
or trailer. Located in lake 4 wheel drive, nice
A&A Lamb Brothers ComRemoval Insured with full Happy
at home.
front subdivision with pri- 502-767-9382
plete Lawn Care Mowing,
Dancer-choreographer Debbie Allen
line of equipment Free esvate boat ramp $9,900
leaf mulching landscaping
(1950), auto racer A.J. Foyt(1935),
timates. Day or night, CANCER (June 21-July 22)
1992 JEEP Cherokee Mark Lamb, 436-5791
firm 759-4696
**** Your loving style emerges, opera singer Marilyn Horne (1934)
753-5484.
Laredo 4X4, ao,xxx miles,
*
despite a lack of sleep or a workwhite, one owner, grand- ADAM'S HOME IMP
ROVEMENT
S.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless related problem. You have had
mother, excellent condiNO EQUITY REQUIRED
Remodeling/ Repairs Intion. $11,900. 753-8859
aluminum gutters, variety enough pressure for a long time, yet
CUSTOM
KITCHEN
CABINETS
side & Out No Job Too
of colors. Licensed, in- you are still willing to respond to
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Small 759-9906
• ACRE lots for sale 6
sured. Estimate available. another. Partners let you know they
490
All Types Of:
miles North of Murray.
759-4690.
Used
AFFORDABLE all around
care in their special style. Tonight:
Custom Woodworking
753-2592
Cars
hauling, junk clean-up.
WALTERS Contracting. Chat up a storm.
cleaning out sheds, tree
CUSTOM building site in 1977 CONTINENTAL
Free Estimates Guaran- LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Mark
work 436-2867
the country. Ideal for split V. 759-5307.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
teed Quality Work. **** You are into increasing your
level home. 3 Miles east of
• Drop by and see our showroom
Licensed & Insured Over financial
stability. But you need to
downtown Murray, 3+ 1978 OLDSMOBILE Delta AFFORDABLE, quality.
409 S„Ni1,..7Y
MURRAY (Flon,no B.,nry Bread)
20 years experience Roofbuilding
you'll
be
proud
ofl
think through a decision carefully.
88,
$325 1987 Ford
acres. Paved frontage
'53 5440
ing,
additions,
vinyl
siding,.
Residential construction,
.101•1**._
road. Shared well, re- Taurus, $1200 437-4987
decks, remodeling. Call Another has a way of talking you
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
k.
stricted Some owner fiinto his way of thinking. A child
753-2592.
1979 CHEVY Impala, de- siding, porches, decks,
nancing possible.
rebels. Yea, you have your hands
pendable $600 as is fencing, concrete & ma753-5231
full.
Be firm,yet nurturing.Tonight:
sonry. And home repairs.
753-0846, after 3 30pm
WE sell and install vent free
Out for fun.
Free
heaters
11
estimates
experiyears
753-8007,
445
ence. For more information VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
1983 OLDS 98 Regency, Elite Building
Lots
call CE's Home Mainte- ***** You feel like you are being
88xxx miles, real good conto
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
For Rent
nance 759-9257.
dition, $2050. 436-5679
pulled in two different directions. A
Now
schedulin
g
winter
foundations, slabs, sidew• ACREfor RV or
WOOD VCR- repairing family member doesn't hesitate to
FORD LTD Crown alks, driveways, buildings,
work. Immediate openmobile home North of Mur- 1985
remodeling, repairs. AGC
VCR's, Microwaves. Free tell you off. A relationship could take
Victoria. Call 753-7694
ray 492-6159
certified. 489-2214
estimates. Authorized a sweet turn, if attached. If single,
ings
for
interior
painting.
Homeowners Only
1985 NISSAN Pulsar NX,
dealer for 18-inch Digital what is building is exciting. Get into
5sp, good mileage $1000 ANTIQUE refinishing, furNATIONWIDE
ARO
Please call Paul for Satellite & Dish Network the magic of the moment. Tonight:
niture repair & custom
neg 354-8617
Free info. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30. Indulge in the moment.
Homes
woodworking 753-8056
free
estimate
at
753-0530.
1986 OLDS Delta 88. 2dr,
For Salo
Hours: lam Illpni
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
auto, air, 6cyl, runs good
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Loons Shown
***Take a deep breath when deal3 ACRES & country home Must sell' $1050 00
Elsoad
on M00% 20 r.
Factory trained by 3 major
Term at 12_39% APR
ing
with
a
misunderstandi
550
with 30'X50' garage/ shop, 767-0508
ng.
Your
manufacturers All work
ORE UC 101220073
Free
vision of what should be is different
located 7 miles east of Mu r
and parts warranted Ask
(M2054)
1988 LINCOLN Town Car. for Andy at
Column
ray $66,000 436-2902
from
what
is
actually
happening.
A
The Appliance
High mileage, but good Works,
753-2455
BLACK Lab puppies 8wks
3BR, 2 bath, living room, condition. Needs a paint
kitchen, dining room, 2 car job. Call 759-1602.
old 759-1091, after 4pm
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
garage. 131 Honeysuckle
brands Kenmore 30+
FREE female part Lab,
CADILLAC
Ln. Murray. KY For more 1989
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
years experience BOBBY
wonderful pet 436-5949
information 502-435-4102. Brougham, 74,XXX, mint HOPPER, 436-5848
300 South 4th
753-9586
condition, new tires,
financing If you have been turned
FREE to good home- 2
3BR, 2 bath, new construc- shocks, etc Locally owned
APPLIANCE REPAIR
female
cats,
less
than
lyr
down before. Loans available for 1st
bon, central h/a, 500 S Grey, leather $7500 PROFESSIONAL Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot
old, very affectionate
11th Call 753-9457, 753-7957, 762-1274
D EPENDABLE.
buyers,
time
bad
credit,
repo's
354-9907
or
Owner Donnie Winchester
753-6854
502-767-9552.
1995 DODGE Spirit, 4dr.
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
1988 Cadillac
1991 GMC Sonoma
FREE to good home. Male
38R brick house 1104 auto, tilt. cruise. 44.XXX
at (502) 247-9300 or
2 owner, real good shape..
$3,100
Sharp truck
Rottweiler about 10mos
$3,500
Fairtine in Circararna Sub- miles Sharp car for $6,000 BACKHOE Servicesmall
old. Call 759-9215 ask for
‘
847-0256.
(800)
,
division Excellent condi- Call 759-4044
1989
Chevrolet
Corsica
1991
Chevrolet
Lumina
jobs, driveways, box blade,
Ellen.
tion. 753-5960 or 1995 GRAND Prix Lots of rottertilling, snow
Loaded, sharp
$2,400
removal.
V-6, black
$3,100
753-4389
extras, $11,300 obo
753-0834 or 759-9835.
1990
Grand
Am
LE
753-6300
1986 Oldsmobile 88
576080 ft, 3 story w/7 8
BACKHOE Servioe ROY
Ground effects
$2,900
Good work car
$1,250
acres wlopbon for 40 acres 1995 TRANS Am, red, t
HILL Septic system, drive2 Miss from Ky Lake, 6br, tops, leather, 24,XXX ways, hauling, foundations,
1990 Oldsmobile Cutlass
1983 Dodge Ram
3'4 bath, 7yrs old
miles, excellent condition etc 436-2113
V-6, cony. top
$2,900
Camper Top
$650
502-474-8810
753-7237, after 5pm
BASEMENTS & Homes
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out
1992
Grand
Am
1978
Chevrolet
Truck
1996 MERCURY Cougar, Stib & General contracting
section running each Monday in the
HOUSE for sale in OakV-6, nice car
$4,400
Good ole truck
$1,175
V8, loaded, 22,XXX miles Insulated concrete forms
classifieds You get a 2x1 display ad,
wood Terrace, VA story Call 492-6138.
regularly
priced
(R32)
StyroCrete
at
builders
1987
S12
98
50,
Oldsmobile
for
1980 Datsun
with bonus room above the
or
2 car garage The master 1997 MAZDA 626 LX, for- 502-436-2007
Good mech. car
$2,$418
King Cab
$999
bedroom with bath whirl- rest green, tan interior, fully 502-436-5264
SPECIAL
HIGH DOLLAR VEHICLES
pool tub, shower, & a dou- loaded, 29,XXX miles, one BOB'S Plumbing Service
1996 Pontiac Sunfire 21,000 miles
(Minimum of 11 Weeks)
ble -bowl vanity The 2nd owner, extra nice
$8,700
AN work guaranteed Free
New rate effective June 1, 1997
1988 Jeep 4x4 - hard & soft top
floor provides 2br and a full 489-2020 days, 489-2525 estimates 753-1134,
$7,500
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916
bath. Call 759-9909
after 5:30pm
492-8584
1995 Chevrolet Truck - 31,000 miles, 1 owner
$9,500

Carpet Installation Inc,
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan. 15, the 15th day of 1998. There are 350
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Oa Jan. 15, 1929, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was
born in Atlanta.
On this date:
In 1559, England's Queen Elizabeth I was crowned in Westminster
Abbey.
In 1844, the University of Notre Dame received its charter from the
state of Indiana.
In 1870, the Democratic party was represented as a donkey in a
cartoon by Thomas Nast in Harper's Weekly.
In 1919, pianist and statesman Ignace Jan Paderewski became the
first premier of the newly created republic of Poland.
In 1943, work was completed on the Pentagon, headquarters of the
U.S. Deparunent of Defense.
In 1967, the first Super Bowl was played as the Green Bay Packers
of the National Football League defeated the Kansas City Chiefs of
the American Football League, 35-10.
In 1973, President Nixon announced the suspension of all U.S. offensive action in North Vietnam, citing progress in peace negotiations.
In 1976, Sara Jane Moore was sentenced to life in prison for her
attempt on the life of President Ford in San Francisco.
In 1978, Lisa Levy and Margaret Bowman, two students at Florida
State University in Tallahassee, were murdered in their sorority house.
Theodore Bundy was later convicted of the crime, and executed.
In 1992, the Yugoslav federation, founded in 1918, effectively collapsed as the European Community recognized the republics of
Croatia and Slovenia.
Ten years ago: In Jerusalem, riot police charged into the Al Aqsa
and Dome of the Rock mosques after worshipers beat a policeman and
stole his pistol during some of the worst clashes seen on the revered
Temple Mount.
Five years ago: In Paris, a historic disarmament ceremony ended
with the last of 125 countries signing a treaty banning chemical weapons. Lyricist Sammy Cahn, who wrote the words to "Call me Irresponsible" and "High Hopes," died in Los Angeles at age 79.
One year ago: A bitterly divided Israeli Cabinet agreed to withdraw
troops from most of Hebron and rural West Bank areas, approving an
accord wrapped up hours earlier by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat. The crews of the shuttle
Atlantis and the Russian space station Mir had a raucously joyful
meeting, hours after their spacecraft had docked.
Today's Birthdays: Nuclear physicist Edward Teller is 90. Actor
Lloyd Bridges is 85. The Roman Catholic archbishop of New York
City, Cardinal John J. O'Connor, is 78. Singer Don Van Vliet (aka
"Captain Beefheart") is 57. Actress-singer Charo is 47. Rock singer
Martha Davis is 47. Actor-director Mario Van Peebles is 41. Singer
Lisa Lisa (Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam) is 31. Actor Chad Lowe ("Life
Goes On") is 30.
Thought for Today: "A man can't ride your back unless it's bent."
— Martin Luther King Jr. (1929-1968).

SUPPORT THE FARMERS

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
William M. Boyd retired Dec.
31 as president of Peoples Bank
after serving for 14 years.
Stacy Murdock will speak and
show slides of her travels in Indonesia at a meeting of Theta Department of Murray Woman's
Club on Jan. 18.
Births reported include a girl to
Sadie and Kenneth Humphreys,
Jan. 10.
Murray State University Racers
beat Tennessee Tech 99 to 84 and
Lady Racers beat Tech 88 to 53.
High scorers for Murray were
Jeff Martin for the men and Karen Johnson for the women.
Twenty years ago
Published in a photo by Staff
Photographer Lowell Atchley are
children on sleds being towed by
a four wheel drive vehicle at the
corner of Sharpe and North
Eighth Streets. Schools have been
closed for two days after a snowstorm blanketed the area with up
to six inches. Primary highways
are beginning to be clear, but secondary roads are still hazardous.
Kaj Spencer, commissioner of
Murray Soccer Association, said
league play for the 1978 season
will begin April 16 and continue
to May 28.
Thirty years ago
Sub-freezing temperatures for
several days in a row plus an almost constant snow fall since
Jan. 12 has almost paralyzed businesses and other activity in
Murray and Calloway County. A
six-inch snow fall was recorded
on Jan. 12, and continued to fall
on Jan. 13 and 14. Snow flurries
were even falling this morning.
Boilerman Second Class Irvin
L. Miller, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Claude E. Miller, is serving
on the USS Intrepid aircraft
carrier.
Murray State University Racers
beat Morehead 83 to 67 in a basketball game. High scorers were
Billy Chumbler for Murray and
Conley and Jordan for Morehead.
Forty years ago
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, pastor
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CATHY
"EXERCISE AT
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I DIDN'T
EXERCISE
THREE
TIMES A
WEEK, 50
THEY
UPPED IT.

l+ri—
IEN I DIDN'T 00 SIMPLE
DON'T DO WHAT: 1STRETCH CLA513ES IN THE '10s,
THEY 5A4, THEY 11'11E4 INVENTED AEROBICS._
.. WHEN I DIDN'T DO AERO LIP IT,
FMCS, INV.' BROUGHT IN THE
1 ROCK-CLIMBING TORTURE
DEVICES... IT'S m1 FAULT!
84 REMAINING MOTIONLESS
Y
' FOR TWO DECADES, I'VE
INSPIRED A FITNESS NIGHTMARE FOR EVERYONE!!

rM CARR4ING
THE WEIGHT
Of THE WORLD
ON /04 SHOULDERS. ISN'T
THAT ENOUGH?

DEAR ABBT-----I

of First Methodist Church, spoke
about "Problems of Communication of the Gospel" at a meeting
of Murray Ministerial Association held at Goshen Methodist
Church.
The Choir of Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louisville,
will sing at Memorial Baptist
Church Jan. 16. William C. Bushnell is director of the choir. Frank
R. Johnson is the new minister of
music at Memorial.
In high school basketball
games, Almo beat Kirksey and
Lowes beat Lynn Grove. High
team scorers were Overbey for
Almo, Edwards for Kirksey,
Courtney for Lowes, and Warren
for Lynn Grove.
Fifty years ago
Nat Ryan Hughes has been
named as chairman of Red Cross
fund-raising campaign for 1948
in Calloway County.
Price Doyle, dean of Fine Arts
Department at Murray State College, attended a meeting of National Association of Schools of
Music at Boston, Mass.
In high school basketball
games, Lynn Grove beat Almo,
Salem beat Kirksey, and Madisonville beat Murray High. Top
scorers were Smotherman for
Lynn Grove, Burkeen and Rushing for Almo, Asbridge for
Salem, Adams for Kirksey, Harris for Madisonville, and Clark
for Murray.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Smotherman, Jan. 8.
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South dealer.
seemed to me they should have let
Neither side vulnerable.
well enough alone instead of makNORTH
ing things more complicated for
A J 1075
her.
V J 9732
Butthere were times when such
•J4
tactics boomeranged against the
K
perpetrators of these foul deeds.
WEST
EAST
One of her first great triumphs
4Q
496
occurred on this deal when Sylvia
VAKQ5
p10864
(East) was playing against two of
• A 10 8 3
•5 2
the more larcenous members of
4 Q 98 4
4 10 7 6 5 2 the club.
SOUTH
South bid a spade and West
+ K 8 4 32
doubled. North, who could smell a
V—
psychic a mile away, assumed his
•K Q 9 7 6
partner was throwing a curve and
4A J 3
he passed.Sylvia,who couldn't tell
The bidding:
the difference between a takeout
South West North East
double and a wiener schnitzel,
14
Dble
Pass Pass
thought her hand was too weak to
2•
Pass
Pass (!) Pass
bid, so she also passed.
Opening lead — king of hearts.
South assumed the spades were
all banked against him and so ran
Not many members realized at to two diamonds. West passed and
first how little Sylvia knew when North, having first congratulated
she started to play with the ex- himself on diagnosing the spade
perts at the club. But it didn't take bid as a psychic — apparently conthe cognoscenti long to discover firmed by his partner's runout in
the vast areas of ignorance in diamonds — also passed. Sylvia
Sylvia's game,nor did it take them then closed the auction with a pass.
very long to try to take advantage
You never did hear such a
of her shortcomings.
ruckus as took place after South
While it may be that all's fair in saw dummy and realized he was
love and war, I always had reser- playing two diamonds when six
vations aboutthe propriety ofsome spades was practically laydown.
of the players at the club who bid
Sylvia never quite understood
psychics against Sylvia. She had why he squawked so much, since
such an extraordinary talent for South wound up making the condoing the wrong thing that it tract with two overtricks.
Tomorrow: Double-dummy problem.
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12 CBS
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18 — in the sky
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section
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22 Settees
23 Unwanted
plant
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26 Ardent
27 Actor Singer
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35 Shopping
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A VERY ACTIVE LIFE..
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5. Sizes of tennis shoes
6. Squads or roll groups
7. Freeze game (position on the
Boor)
8. Draw cards from a deck (odd
and even, or suitS1
Abby, I hope you will print this
because there is no accountability in
our programs, tend this shouldn't behappening in physical education or
within the school system. People
need to know there are other ways
to divide students into teams that
leave everyone feeling good about
themselves and about physical
activity. It is our duty as physical
educators to provide a safe and positive environment for the lives we
touch daily. Our students are our
future.
JOANN MONACHELLO PRAHL,
LA QUINTA, CALIF.
DEAR JOANN:Thank you for
the excellent suggestions. I
hope P.E. teachers everywhere
will take them to heart and put
them into practice.
**.

DEAR READERS: Today
marks the birthday of the late
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., who
inspired so many to reach
upward for equality. It is only
fitting that I share with you a
passage from his "Strength to
Love":
"Like an unchecked cancer,
hate corrodes the personality
and eats away its vital unity.
Hate destroys a man's sense of
values and his objectivity. It
causes him to describe the
beautiful as ugly and the ugly
as beautiful, and to confuse the
true with the false and the false
with the true.
"Darkness cannot drive out
darkness; only light can do that.
Hate cannot drive out hate; only
love can do that. Hate multiplies hate, violence multiplies
violence, and toughness multiplies toughness in a descending
spiral of destruction ... The
chain reaction of evil — hate
begetting hate, wars producing
more wars — must be broken,
or we shall be plunged into the
dark abyss of annihilation."
For everything you need to know
about wedding planning, order "How to
Have a Lovely Wedding." Send • business-sized, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for BIM (B4.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 610640447.(Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I read your column about the child who suffered
repeated ear infections despite antibiotic therapy and pressure-equalizing
tubes. My granddaughter had the
same condition until her mother gave
her milk with acidophilus culture.
Since consuming this product in place
of standard milk, the child has been
completely free of ear infections.
Moreover, several of my friends with
small children have also been able to
break the ear-infection cycle using the
same technique. Perhaps this observation will interest your readers.
DEAR READER: Indeed it will. It's
likely that such children suffer from
milk allergy, which can lead to blockage of the eustachian tubes that vent
the middle-ear chambers. Once the
tubes are closed, infection can set in.
CROSSWORDS
My ear-nose-and-throat consultants
tell me that this situation is probably
unusual. However, if acidophilus36 Silver symbol
37 Abbr in a
spiked milk works, I'm in favor of it
Answer to Previous Puzzle
realty ad
and would be interested in comments
38 — Roberts of
by other readers who have had expeIII A A R .0.N GROUPS rience witty
"Everybody
this unique approach.
Loves
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I have pernicious
Raymond"
AG
ATES
F L.AiN anemia for which I receive monthly
39 it's cold!"
A.H A
A D,E.A L
ANA shots of vitamin B-12. What is the sub40 A cont.
41 Intact
LADY S A,L,Up
stance I lack that prevents B-I2 from
42 Ripped
S NOOP
NARRATE entering my body from food?
43 Johnny Depp
1111.R . u . E . S SEED
DEAR READER: The substance is
film (2 wds.)
S UNROO.M SAINT called "intrinsic factor," a protein that
45 Small seedbearing plant
P G SNOUT DOUR is secreted by certain cells in the
47 Declares
A .G A
STIES STU stomach lining and acts to transport
openly
N AME
RALE ME vitamin B-12 from food into the blood48 Let it —
(stet)
O MELET R.A.13,) ER stream.
For unknown reasons — probably
111S NAPE SWI
DOWN
due to an autoimmune reaction that
1-15 C 1998 United Feature Syndicate
destroys the cells that produce intrin1 Actress —
sic factor — some people stop secretBloom
7 McNally's
13 Singer Helen
ing the protein and become B-12-defi2 Days of old
partner
cient. Such a serious situation can,
3 Metric
8 Devoured
16 Relating to
measure
9 Granite St
grandparents over a span of years, lead to a disease
4 Yes (Sp.)
marked by nerve damage, liver
10 Weirder
19 Entrances
5 Conciliatory
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enlargement, depression, dementia,
20 Encounters
6 Sobs
openmouthed
color blindness and anemia. Before
22 Bridges
23 Alcoholic
the cause of this disorder was identi7
8, :9
10
beverages
fied, the mortality rate was 100 pee25 "NYPD Blue" cent.
-.Now, however, pernicious ane12
star
3
mia is easily and inexpensively treat26 Chops down
ed with B-12 shots. When given by
15 16
28 Faiths
17
injection, the vitamin bypasses the
29 Analyze
oral route and is absorbed directly.
gramatically
30 Fleet of
Attempts to isolate intrinsic factor
warships
and administer it to patients have
31 Sagan or
been unsuccessful; it's much simpler
1
Lewis
and cheaperjust to give B-12 shots.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Please tell me
feathered
33 Heron
what happens to the junk that is
35 Dispositions released from arteriosclerotic plaque
Mill
38 Arabian
during balloon angioplasty.
sailing vessei
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neither do the experts.
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When arteriosclerotic plaque is &July"
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DFAR ABBY. I have taught
physical education in the elemenLary grades and middle school, and
I'm presently teaching grades 9
through 12 at La Quinta High
School in La Quinta, Calif. I was
both saddened and furious when I
read the letter by the 10-year-old
student who hates going to P.E.
because he or she is always chosen
last.
, Unfortunately, this happens in
many P.E. programs around the
country, and there is no one to
blame but the teacher. Not only
does it humiliate a student, it also
wastes quality teaching time. The
people who are cutting our physical
education programs today are probably the same students who were
chosen last in their P.E. classes.
(Inc of the most important organizations we as professional physical educators need to be members of
is COPEC iCouncil on Physical
Education for Children). In 1992,
('OPEC listed examples of inappropriate activities in physical education classes:
"Forming teams: Teams are
formed by designated 'captains' who
publicly select one child at a-time,
thereby exposing lower-skilled students to peer ridicule.... It is a
process that can either expedite the
activity process, or belittle students
and become a risk factor for future
involvement.Following is a list of strategies
that are quick and nonthreatening,
taken from the Success Oriented
P.E. Activities book:
1. Instructor equitably preselects
teams
2. Clothing colors or colored
strips of paper
3. Birthday months, or birthdays
odd and even)
4. Alphabetical first or last

CONTRACT BRIDGE

ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SALE ON ALL 197 MODEL
JVC HOME STEREOS

DEATHS
Archie C. Simmons
Archie C. Simmons, 86, Murray, died today, J. 15, 1998, at
12:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired Marine engineer on
Inland Waterways, Hougland
Barge Line, Paducah, he was a
World War II veteran of the Merchant Marines. A Kentucky Colonel, he was a member of First
Baptist Church, Crusaders Sunday School Class at First Baptist,
and a 50-year member of Wickliffe Lodge of Free and Accepted
Masons.
Born May 7, 1911, at LaCenter, he was the son of the late
Archie Camilus Simmons Sr. and
Fannie Bell Rose Simmons.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. May Boaz Cocke Simmons,
to whom he was married on Jan.
4, 1946; four daughters, Mrs.
Ann S. Gordon, Canton, Ga.,
Mrs. Kathy S. Lair and husband,
III, Hermitage, Tenn., Mrs. Celia
S. Reeder and husband, Bob, Orlando, Fla., and Ms. Kameil S.
Gingles, Murray; one son, Richard Steven Simmons, Marion,
III.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary
Moore Vaughn and Mrs. Billie
Jacobs, Paducah; nine grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
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This sale won't help the fat cats, but it will
help the good ol' working folks.

Joshua Herbert Tabers
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ARCHIE C. SIMMONS
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. G.T. Moody and Dr. Terry
Ellis will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donations to
First Baptist Church Building
Fund, 203 South Fourth St., Murray, KY 42071, or Fort Jefferson
Cross Fund, c/o Tommy Juett,
treasurer, Wickliffe, KY 42087.

Mrs. Ethel Messic
Mrs. Ethel Messic, 91, Newburg, Ind., died Monday, Jan. 12, 1998,
at 11:58 p.m. at Newburg Health Care Center there.
Her husband, Bumice Messic, one son, William Robert Messic, and
one sister, Mrs. Frances Greenfield, preceded her in death. She was a
member of Briensburg Baptist Church in Marshall County.
Survivors include four grandchildren, Rodney Messic and Keith
Messic, Evansville, Ind., Carla Messic, Sharpsburg, Ga., and Scherry
Messic, San Diego, Calif.; eight great-grandchildren.
Graveside rites were today at 11 a.m. at Marshall County Memory
Gardens with Filbeek & Cann Funeral Home in charge of local
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Vanderburgh County Unit
of American Cancer Society, Evansville, Ind.

"37 Years In Business"

Joshua Herbert Tabers, 75, Haneline Road, Murray, died Wednesday, Jan. 14, 1998, at Murray-Ca4loway County Hospital.
He was a member of Kirksey Church of Christ. Born Sept. 29,
1922, he was the son of the late Oliver Tabers and Onie Tucker
Tabus.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Hazel Tabers, to whom he was
married on June 15, 1946; seven daughters, Mrs. Carol Frazier and
husband, Leroy, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Andra Saxon and husband,
Charles, Mrs. Deborah Dick and husband, Roger, IMrs. Patricia
Hughes and husband, Glenn, Mrs. Jennifer Vaughn and husband, Toy,
and Mrs. Glynis McCallum and husband, Gregg, all of Murray, and
Mrs. Donna Ravelette and husband, Jim, Sedalia; one son, Joshua
Herbert Tabers Jr., and one brother, Barney D. Tabers and wife,
Linda, all of Murray; 16 grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. Ed Montgomery will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Thursday).

WORLD OF SOUND
222 So. 12th • Murray • 753-5865
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Herman Wardell Scroggins
Herman Wardell Scroggins, 70, Hillwood Drive, Clarksville, Tenn.,
died Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1998, at 11 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nelle Walker Scroggins; one son,
Mark Scroggins, Delray Beach, Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Betty Walker,
Paducah.
The funeral is today at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Sykes Funeral
Home, Clarksville, Tenn. Geoffery Sikes officiated.
Pallbearers are Rodney Baggett, Arnold Cooper, Joe Marble, Keith
Mersing, Lindsey Skinner, Carl Blair, Malcolm Shelby and John
Miller. Burial rites will be today at 2 p.m. at Green Plain Cemetery in
Calloway County.
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Mrs. Avice E. Yancy
Mrs. Avice E. Yancy, 82, Paducah, died Thursday, Jan. 8, 1998, at
2 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Gordon Yancy, her parents, Less Evans and Eva Burd
Evans, and one brother preceded her in death.
Survivors include one son, Norval Yancy, Park Forest, Ill.; two
grandchildren, Jeanette Yancy, Huntsville, Ala., and Janeen May, Madison, Ala.; two great-grandchildren, Jcnna May and Patrick May.
Mrs. Yancy was a member of Friendship Baptist Church in Livingston County where the funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. The Rev. Fred
Lowrance will officiate. Burial will follow in Miller Cemetery in Livingston County.
Friends may call at Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton, from 6
to 8 p.m. tonight (Thursday).

Sex survey shows degree
may not pay off after all
CHICAGO (AP) — So maybe
ignorance really IS bliss.
Americans with college degrees get less sex than those who
finished only high school, and
those who went to graduate
school get even less, according to
a study in February's American
Demographics magazine.
The study is based on 10,000
interviews with Americans conducted over the past decade by
the National Opinion Research
tenter at the University of
Chicago.
High school graduates average
58 sexual contacts a year, while
those with some college average
62. Those with four-year college
degrees average 56. and those
who have been to post-graduate
school average a paltry 50.
"Americans who have attended graduate school may have
the money and the smarts, but
they report being the least sexually active educational group,"
said the study's authors, John Robinson of the University of Maryland and Geoffrey Godbcy of
Penn State.
However, book smarts may not
be what's at work here, according
to one researcher.
Tom Smith, director of the Na-

tional Opinion Research Center's
General Social Survey, said people with two-year college degrees
tend to be younger adults and
would therefore naturally be
more sexually active.
The study also found that people who work at least 60 hours a
week also report having more sex
than those with more leisure time
— an average of 65 contacts a
year.
"People who report having the
least free time are married, have
children at home and work long
hours," the authors said. "Each
of these groups also reports having more sex."
Other findings:
— The rich do not have a lot
more sex than others. Those in
the top one-tenth of the income
distribution report merely aboveaverage sexual frequency.
— Some Americans are definitely sexier than others. About
15 percent of adults engage in
half of all sexual activity, and 42
percent of adults engage in 85
percent of all sex.
— Jazz fans, gun owners and
those who lack confidence in the
president are among the most
sexually active Americans. Just
why was unclear.
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The MHS Speech team travels to
Russelville High School for their
next tournament Jan. 17.
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acting — Jaclyn Hopkins first; in
poetry Jenny Leaper second; and in
impromptu Laura Nixon, sixth.
Murray High placed fourth overall in the Harrison County tournament behind Boone County, Danville, and Rowan County.
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MHS speech team fourth
The Murray High School Speech
team participated in the Harrison
County "Thorough" Speech Tournament in Harrison County Jan. 10.
The MHS students who placed
were: in duo interp — Mark Stockton and Clif Darnel third; in humorous interp_ — Drew Thompson
fourth; Wesley Hart third,and Mark
Stockton second; in dramatic interp
- Emily Noble fourth; in solo
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Murray Middle School

A SEVENTH GRADE EDITION

Did someone
say year
round school?

1/1
1/4
7/s
1/2

Pictured above are new seventh grade students at Murray Middle School:
Lauren Hines, Shae Burgess, Jessica Pinland, Aidan Schmeckpeper,
Brandon Edmiston, Abbey Kimmel, Nathan Penniston, Gian Becciu.

MMS student hams it up!
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By Lauren Hines
There is an exciting person at
Murray Middle School. His name is
Steve Adcock,an eighth grader. He
is an amateur radio operator and a
Storm Spotter.
Being an amateur radig operator,
also known as ham radio operators,
is a lot of work, and is expensive.
One hand-held ham radio can cost
up to $600.
Amateur radio operating also
takes a lot of time. Steve had to read
a 391 page book and know the 200
questions in the back. He then had to
take a test that consisted of 30
questions, out of the 200 he had
learned.
There are 5 levels of licenses for
radio operators: Novice, Tech
(which Steve is), Tech Plus(which
his brother and father are), General
Advanced, and Amateur Extra.
Steve's license expires in 2001.
After taking the test once, you never
have to take it again. There are no
age limits for amateur radio
operations.
Once a year, all around the world
there is a "Field Day" for ham radio
operators. There is a simulated
emergency, and Steve and other
amateur radio operators will set up
their big ham radios and talk to other
places around the world. Once
Steve has reached Canada on Field
Day.
At the top of the Communications
and Broadcasting building at Murray State University, there is a
repeater. The Murray repeater has
been hit by lightning before. A
repeater helps the radio message go

Special
STEVE ADCOCK
farther by rebroadcasting lowpowered signals from hand-held or
mobile radios. With a repeater he
can reach places like Mississippi,
Arkansas, Illinois, Missouri, and
places in Kentucky he can't reach
without one.
Steve is also a storm spotter. If
you think about it, radio operation
and storm spotting kind of go handin-hand. If there is a catastrophe,
like a tornado, Steve or other amateur radio operators go to a public
place and can help people get in
touch when the phone lines and
power are out.
Steve went to a lecture about
storms at Murray State. He says the
only bad thing about storm spotting
is you can't get out of school.
Once when the phone system was
out at the hospital, Steve and his
brother and father helped. The hospital gave the local Amateur Radio
Club a donation to thank them for
their help.

Fifth Grade: The Hunt

MD
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By Sherrie Sexton
If you ask any graduated fifth
grader who the best fifth grade
teacher was,they would all give you
the same answer: Mrs. Hunt. I
remember her vanilla candles which
smelled so good that you could
almost taste them. Her smile lit up
the roam brighter than any candle
ever could. She was the best, funniest, and nicest teacher ever.
Fifth grade was one of my best
years. It was really hectic and there
was a lot of homework, but Mrs.
Hunt always had a way of making
anything fun. Some of the most
confusing things that I hated more
than anything were fun when she
taught them. I couldn't stand studying about the Civil War or the
Revolutions, but I enjoyed learning
about them when!was in her class. I
always understood all of my work
that she assigned me,and I only got
in trouble in her class once, but I
brought that on myself.
=Nobody ever got in trouble in her
class without learning a lesson and
they all liked her. I learned a lot
from her. She taught me faith,
confidence, and patience, but the
most important lesson that she
taught me was courage. She had a
lot of it and still does I'm sure. The
things she taught me will remain
with me forever.
I remember last year when I heard

••••,

By J.P. Davis
Have you ever noticed how
everybody at the beginning of the
school year may have forgotten a
little bit of what they learned last
year and grades may drop? Could
the solution be to have year round
school? Is it every day all year
round? If students are out of school
for ten weeks during the summer
could they forget what was learned
in the months before?
If students go to school for nine
weeks and are off three weeks they
may remember more and it may
allow teachers to plan for the next
nine weeks. The number of school
days is the same but the days are
separated differently.
Murray Middle School is ranked
the 15th top school in Kentucky and
the rank could get even better. But
on the other hand, it might effect the
parents with their job or other
schools with sports,academic teams
and history clubs. It may help
everyone involved in the school
system.
A poll taken with ninety-nine
seventh graders shows seventy students are for the alternate calendar
and twenty-nine are against it.
A group of individuals will meet
in November to discuss the alternate
calendar. Among them are Murray
Middle School students Marshall
Welch and Chelsee Thompson,
Murray High School students,
school officials, parents, and community members. According to
Chelsee Thompson, "I see advantages and disadvantages for the
alternate calendar."
Are you for it or are you against
it?

that she was going to have to retire
because of her health problems. I
couldn't believe it. Right then I
knew that no one could or would
ever take her place. I still didn't
understand why some of the worst
things have to happen to good
people.
Murray Middle School had lost
one of their best teachers. It is easy
to find good teachers, but it is hard
to find great ones. She is one of the
great ones, and I was lucky enough
to have her.
Froth now on every time that I sec
a candle burning I will think of Mrs.
Hunt and my fifth grade year at
Murray Middle School.

Thanks
By Rhett Clark
I would like to thank the people
who made it possible for the seventh
graders of Murray Middle School to
participate in "Wild Things '97" on
October 15. This was a live program
set up by Pam Cartwright, our
science coordinator. It was done in
cooperation with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service(the National Conservation Training Center and the
National Wildlife Refuge System).
Murray Cablevision broadcasts the
environmental program by way of
satellite.
The students were able to ask
questions about endangered species
by using the internet. Some of the
questions were read and answered
on national television. The rest of
the questions were answered by
Internet.
As a participant, it was really
great when my question was used. I
asked,"Whatcan be done in cities to
attract wildlife?" He answered by
talking about pollution in cities. All
of the class cheered when my
question came up. This was a good
science activity.

I'd say

Lauren Miller, NHS student, speaks to a seventh grade class about advertisements which persuade people to buy products based on their
looks.

By Edward Baust
The set of books, "The Chronicles of Namia" by C.S. Lewis, I
would give two thumbs up because
of it's wonderful imaginative fairy
tale style. These books are not only
interesting, they add a special humor to the adventures and experiences of the children in the collection.
"The Chronicles of Narnia" are
mostly about kids who travel to a
magical land called Narnia and have
adventures you wouldn't believe!
They go through this magical land
fighting giants and killing evil
witches.
They grow up through the book
and discover how great this land is.
They become Kings and Queens
and rule with some doubt as to
whether they will ever get back to
England, their home land.
This collection is a great hit at
Murray Middle School. This is a
fairy tale for your heart that you
have to pick up and read.

.••
The new kid
in school
Have you ever been the new
student at school? Maybe you had to
move from a far off country, or
maybe just to the other side of the
county. Either way, you were the
new kid in the school. You had.to
get used to all the new people and
they had to accept you.
Eight seventh grade kids entered
Murray Middle School this year.
They all have one thing in common
and that thing is that the all have to
be accepted in the new situation.
This is where Murray Middle
School kids and teachers come into
the picture. Right off they are kind
and wonderfully understanding.

Students
high on PSI
By Sara Jane Cunningham
Every year the MMS seventh
graders are offered a course called
PSI, postponing selual involvement. The five week class is taught
by high school students who prepare by taking a 42 hour course. A
counselor is always in the room
while the class is going on.
Parents are given information
which explains the class, and students cannot attend without parental
permission.
PSI teaches students how to say
no to sex without hurting another's
feelings and that it is o.k. to say no.
It is the right thing to do.
The high school students teach
the seventh graders other ways to
express feelings. Students feel more
comfortable discussing sex in class
when it is taught by high school
students.

Tiger cheerleaders are Sara Cox, Sara Jane Cunningham, Allison Zimmerman, Ashley Futrell, Meghan King, Brittany Overby; Kori Tabers, Carla
Kingins, Jessica Winburn, Mallory Cathey, Michelle Underwood, Amberly
Futrell.
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Applause goes to
MMS cheerleaders

By Meghan King and
Michelle Underwood
What do you think about when
you hear the word cheerlcading?
You may think it's not a real sport.
You may also think cheerleaders are
just pretty, popular girls prancing
around in short skirts and tops. Here
is a news flash! Cheerleading is a
sport, requiring cheerleaders to participate in conditioning exercises.
M.M.S. cheerleaders exercise and
run laps around the school sidewalks in the front lawn each practice
day.
Over the summer the cheerleaders practiced for two days a week to
prepare for the U.C.A. cheerleading
camp at Murray State University. At
the summer camp they received all
blue ribbons, which is the best you
could get, and a first place trophy in

W-

sideline cheers. Camp is a learning
experience, involving competition
with other squads for trophies and
medals.
After camp the cheerleaders
learned eighty new sideline cheers
and about fifteen new cheers to use
for football and basketball games.
This took a great deal of time,
energy, and practice, according to
the cheerleaders and their sponsors,
Vicki Peyton and Jenny English.
Recently, the M.M.S. cheerleaders have been preparing for a major
competition, and practicing about
three days a week on stunts and
sharp arm movements. Competition was on December sixth. Our
cheerleaders placed as runner-ups
in the pom porn competition.
Congratulations.

Murray State University's Dr. Baust interacts with 7th Grade students at
Murray High's challenge course.

•••
MRS HUNT
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S.
Mrs. Oliver, who is from Taiwan and is Angela Oliver's mom. teaches
7th grade students chopstick etiquette She also showed the students
how to write their names in Chinese Characters
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Tooting Tiger horns
By Audrey Ferguson
The crowds start clapping almost
as soon as the song begins. Band
members look down the row to
make sure they're in the right guide.
As you may have guessed, they are
marching down the street in the
Homecoming and Christmas Parades with the Murray Middle School
Band. Have you ever tried to play
the counter melody with the trumpets behind you playing the melody? Some of them admitted ending up playing halfofthe song with
the trumpets instead of the flutes.
Added to that frustration, the band
leader, Mrs. Stribling, was waving

at the -flutes to raise the end of the
flute up. Is there some trouble with
gravitational pull? Band members
have to keep looking to make sure
they are not marching on the wrong
foot.
When it is was finished there
were reports of sore feet that were
"about to drop off." Through the
griping,they all knew they had done
well and each had a deep appreciation for what was accomplished.
Everyone who has a chance to take
part in the band says , there are
unforgettable experiences.
There are approximately thirtyfive seventh graders who are in-

volved not only in the marching
band, but also concert band, jazz
band, brass quintet, flute choir, and
woodwind quintet.
The flute and woodwind choir
performed during the Christmas
season at the Murray Ledger and
Times on December 17.

Seventh grade students, Amber Voorhies and Gina Pfannerstill use chopsticks at a "tasting party" for their unit on
China in Mrs. Tucker's Social Studies Class.

IVILIZATION S

An entry for
the suggestion
box at the
Transportation
Department

Murray Middle School Band

Murray Middle School
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Traffic jam on Alain Street
By Edward Baust
In the afternoon, in front of
Murray Middle School there is
complete chaos. Parents who are
trying to pull into and out of the
parking spaces on Main Street face a
real problem, a situation hazardous
not only for the students of M.M.S.
and their parents, but also for anyone passing through Main Street.
This chaos lasts from 2:50 to 3:15
p.m. every school day, in a neighborhood of homes and the hospital.
Some kids at our school walk to
their nearby houses while this madrk'ss is going on. They step out into

the middle of the intersection of 8th
Street and Main. The kids walk
across without a care in the world
that they might be hit by an oncoming car.
After school, parents who are
trying to pull into and out of the
parking spaces face real problems.
The traffic problem is made
worse because many parents do not
pull into parking spaces while picking up their kids. They just wait in
the middle of the street. The street
becomes blocked until kids get into
the cars.
The smaller cars are parked in

their spaces and the big vans or
trucks pull up beside them so drivers
can't see.
The school office expressed that
they were aware of the problem.
They said it was out of their hands
because Murray's Main Street is
Highway 94, which the state owns.
They said that the buses used to pick
up the kids on Main Street and the
parents would pick up on 8th and
9th Streets.
The office also said that all they
could do is switch the parking to
somewhere else, but agreed that it is
a problem which needs to be fixed.

Observer turns teacher
By: Jessica Duffy
On November 3, 1997 in Mrs.
Tucker's social studies class there
was a student observer from Murray
State University. Nura Mandeel
lives in Saudi Arabia and goes to
Murray State University. Murray
State is one of the few colleges in
the United States that will take
underage students. Nura graduated
high school at the age of sixteen.
During our break Mrs. Tucker
and Nura were talking out in the
hall. Nura told Mrs. Tucker that she
was Muslim and that she knew
much about Egypt because her

husband is Egyptian. This was a
coincidence because the students
were studying Egypt and were reviewing for a test at the time.
When all of the students were
back from break, Mrs.Tucker made
an announcement about Nura. She
asked the students if they had any
questions. There were many questions, and Nura was able to answer
most.
Nura taught the students how to
write some words in Arabic which is
written from right to left. She also
spoke in Arabic. Nura was raised in
a very different style than Ameri-

cans. For instance, every time her
father walks in a room,she and her
brothers and sisters have to stand up
as a sign of respect. She had to pray
five times for thirty days and on the
last day she had to go on a fast from
sunrise to sundown.That means that
she couldn't cat or drink or put
anything to her lips. Nura Mandeel
also had to kneel down on her knees,
kiss the floor,and stand back up two
times for a ceremony.
As Mrs. Tucker said, "Nura
thought she was there to observe but
ends up teaching the class so much
about her culture."

Duke search qualifies seventh graders
By: Angela Oliver
Twenty-six seventh graders have
qualified to take the SAT. These
students made a 97 percent or better
on the California test of basic skills
taken in the sixth grade. The seventh
graders will take the SAT January
24, 1998, at Murray High School
along with the juniors and seniors.
This program is sponsored by Duke
University, and the sixteen states
arc involved. "This is a real honor
for seventh graders," says Mrs.

Scargent the talent identification
program coordinator.
This is the 18th year for this
program.The students participating
are Michael Belcher, Mike Garvin,
Lauren Massey, Philip Montgomery, Angela Oliver, Edward Baust,
Jessica Duffy, Holly Gibbs, Elizabeth Johnson, Allyson Zimmerman, Gaston France, Sherrie Sexton, Jessica Wilburn, Kyle Dean,
Kate Farrell, Dustin Jones, Meagan
King, Elizabeth Leggett, Shannon

Shelby, Austin Smith, Michelle
Underwood, Sarah
Simmons,
Lauren Hines, Abbey Kimmel!,
Aiden Schmechpcper,and Schuyler
McCurdy. More students qualified
but chose not to participate.
If a participant makes a 500 or
above on the math or verbal categories then he or she will be recognized at an award ceremony at the
state level. Students who score 620
on one of the categories will be
recognized at the grand level.

The guest speaker, Judy Muehleman, who recently traveled to China,
showed students placemats from Ky. Fried Chicken In China.

By Nathan Penniston
At the place where Highway 94
W and Johnny Robertson Road
intersects there are many wrecks.
Around 7:30 A.M. each morning
the congestion is so bad because of
the many people who go to Calloway bounty School System are
taking that road, including the
buses. So it ends up to be around
thirty minutes of waiting. But that's
not the really bad thing about it
though. Many people get killed or
seriously injured because of the
- many people who go really fast on
94 who don't even slow down to
give the people on Johnny !Obenson a chance to pull out on 94.There
is a flashing yellow caution light
there, but for some reason that just
isn't enough.
I think a good solution to this
problem would be to make the
intersection a four-way stop or a
stop light. I would prefer a stop light
over the four-way stop because that
would take care of the congestion
problem as well as the wrecks
because it will slow down the
people going on 94.
Thank You.

Dealing in the present; our problem
with teenage smoking
By: Allyson Zimmerman
Have you ever thought about our
country's problem with smoking?
Well, you should, because we do
have one. Especially with teenagers.
Our president is going to raise the
prices of this legal, but very deadly
drug. Not soon, either, but over a
VERY long period of time. Raising
prices is directed at both parents and
teenagers, but this probably will not
stop many, since some parents
might rather smoke than feed their
children. Most teenagers aren't going to let $1.50 stop them, either.
There are other solutions to this

problem. Dealing in the present
through advertisements and literature would be a better approach. If
you discuss the future with teenagers, they won't believe they'll get
that bad.The problem is, that no one
wants to tell them the awful facts.
There is nothing pretty about this
situation, and teenagers need to
know that.
We shoud tell them that norone
wants to hang out with an ashtray.
That yellow teeth aren't the latest
fashion statement. That friends
don't want to mourn for them when
they die of lung cancer.
That isn't all,either. When tumors
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have to be cut out of their faces so
that mouth cancers won't spread,
people are going to stare. The point
is, they won't just smell awful,
diseases that spread throughout
their bodies will scar for them for
life.
Sure, teenagers need to know
about the futre and what will happen
to them, but all teenagers want right
now is to please their peers. If they
smoke, they'll just gross them out.
We must think about this problem
now. What solutions do you have?
If we can get enough people concerned, we may find an answer to
his horrible problem.
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Team member suggest changes
By Zack Rayburn
As a member of the M.M.S.
Basketball team, I have a-c0-hcern.
The past few years we have not been
as successful as we would have
liked. Last year the seventh grade
boys team won four out of their nine
games. It is alright for us not to be
perfect, but we could use some
improvement.
At the beginning of the season
students try out for the team. Most
kids who try out don't make the
team, so they feel that they are not
good enough to play. They either

don't give enough effort at the try
outs the next year or they don't try
out at all. If they don't play in the
middle school, they won't likely
play in the high school. Does this
mean that the high school team is
chosen at the seventh grade?
Kids should be given a better
chance at their futures. Both girls
and boys mature a lot during middle
school. They grow, and they gain
better eye and body coordination.
Maybe Murray Middle School
could have A and B teams for

seventh and eighth grade boys and
girls. Other schools could be asked
to do the same thing. This would
cost more money. To pay for uniforms,each player could pay a fee.
Parents would probably be happy to
come up with the money or maybe
even help the coach.
I am not making suggestions for
myself. I am thinking about the kids
who did not make the team. I don't
think it is fair for kids to try their
hardest and not be able td play
because of the numbers.
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